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Abstract
Memories which are embedded on the same physical chip as the processor, are
becoming dominant in chip area as opposed to the processor itself. Spin-Transfer
Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory or STT-MRAM is being proposed
as an area efficient alternative to the common Static Random Access Memory
or SRAM. In the technology nodes when STT-MRAM should be introduced,
in and beyond the 10 nm node, the manufacturing process of semi-conductor
chips has undergone some significant changes. The most important changes are
the use of fixed size "fin"-based transistors and the use of multiple patterning
techniques to allow the creation of small and dense physical structures. The
manufacturing of the embedded memory and the design of the memory cells
needs to be fully compatible with this process in all three dimensions in order
to guarantee successful integration.
A thorough analysis of the physical layout of embedded STT-MRAM cells
in the 10 nm and 7 nm node shows the importance of secondary design rules
impacted by the different multiple patterning techniques. Process techniques
to enhance the size scaling such as multi-level via’s can effectively reduce the
size of STT-MRAM cells and are imperative for future scaling. Two novel
cell designs targeting area density and high performance respectively, show
the importance of making the link to the physical implementation. They are
optimized to counter the ever increasing parasitic resistance of the interconnect
lines and show how through inclusive design, more is actually less!
iii

Beknopte samenvatting
Een processor chip bestaat zowel uit rekeneenheden om berekeningen
uit te voeren als uit geheugens om data tijdelijk te bewaren. Deze
geïntegreerde geheugens, typisch Static Random Access Memory of SRAM,
nemen tegenwoordig meer ruimte in op de chip dan de rekeneenheden zelf. Spin-
Transfer Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory of STT-MRAM is een nieuwe
geheugen technologie en wordt als alternatief voor SRAM bekeken omdat het
veel minder ruimte op de chip inneemt. Omdat het nog een nieuwe technologie is,
zal STT-MRAM pas vanaf de 10 nm technologie gebruikt worden. Het fabricage
proces van halfgeleider chips zal dan enkele belangrijke veranderingen hebben
doorgemaakt t.o.v. voorgaande generaties. De belangrijkste veranderingen zijn
het gebruik van "vin-gebaseerde transistoren die een vaste grootte hebben en
het gebruik van technieken om kleine en compacte structuren te maken door
middel van het printen van meerdere, minder compacte, patronen na elkaar.
De fabricage en het ontwerp van de geïntegreerde geheugen cellen moet volledig
compatibel zijn met dit proces, in elke dimensie, om een geslaagde integratie te
garanderen.
Een grondige analyse van het fysische ontwerp van geïntegreerde STT-MRAM
cellen in de 10 nm en 7 nm technologie is uitgevoerd. Deze analyse toont het
belang van nieuwe of extra strenge ontwerp regels die beïnvloed worden door de
verschillende technieken die meerdere patronen gebruiken. Fabricage technieken
om het verkleinen van deze cellen te verbeteren zijn onderzocht zoals verticale
verbindingen die meerdere niveaus overbruggen. Zij kunnen de grootte van
STT-MRAM cellen effectief verminderen en zijn van het grootste belang voor
verdere verkleining. Twee nieuwe cel-ontwerpen tonen aan hoe belangrijk het is
om rekening te houden met de fysische implementatie. Een eerste is ontworpen
om zo weinig mogelijk ruimte in te nemen op de chip en een tweede is ontworpen
om een zo snel mogelijk te werken. Ze zijn bovendien geoptimaliseerd om de
steed groter wordende, en ongewenste, weerstand van de verbindingslijnen tegen
te gaan. Deze geheugencellen tonen aan hoe door middel van ontwerp dat
rekening houdt met alle aspecten, meer eigenlijk minder is!
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Embedded memories are becoming dominant in chip area as opposed to the
processor itself. The poor scaling of Static Random Access Memory or SRAM
is at the heart of this problem. Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic Random Access
Memory or STT-MRAM is being proposed as an area efficient alternative,
but little research has been done on how it scales to the complex advanced
technology nodes at which STT-MRAM would be introduced. The ultimate
goal of this research is to design novel embedded STT-MRAM cells that deal
with the challenges in and beyond 10 nm technology nodes. This will be done
by setting up a simulation framework that links to the physical implementation
and is used to analyze existing solutions and verify the novel designs.
1.0.1 Embedded memory overload
Computer memories which are embedded on the same physical chip as the
processor are at the origin and the heart of this work. They were devised to
counter the well-known Von Neumann bottleneck, where the speed of the off-
chip data transfer to the main memory is limiting the system performance. The
solution to this problem was to integrate a fast memory on the processor chip, the
so-called embedded memory. Because this memory is fabricated together with
the processor, it needs to follow the same processing steps when it is fabricated.
Next to this need for high speed and the need to be CMOS-compatible, it also
needs to be very durable since it would be used continuously.
SRAM has been the embedded memory of choice, since it combines the highest
speed, best endurance and is fully CMOS-compatible. The biggest downside
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of SRAM is its size and with that its cost. This is the reason why embedded
memory typically act as a smaller cache to a larger main memory, in stead of
just replacing it. Using a fast cache to store the data that the processor will
need or is using, increases the memory bandwidth and maintains the overall
performance increase of the system.
Throughout the years of scaling down the transistor technology, it has become
more difficult to create an SRAM cell which meets all criteria for performance,
power and area. This has led to a diversification of SRAM cells in what are
typically called a high performance cell which is optimized for speed and
a low voltage or high density cell which is optimized for power and area.
Together with this diversification in embedded memories goes the creation of
multiple cache levels. Their is no longer a single cache connecting the processor
with the main memory, but an entire memory hierarchy both on-chip and
off-chip.
The increase of the number of caches and the ever growing need for bigger
memories has caused embedded memories to dominate chip area. The large area
of the SRAM cell, its biggest downside, is causing this. Therefor the integration
of other memory technologies on chip or on package has begun. Embedded
Dynamic Random Access Memory or DRAM, for instance, is being used for
providing high density memories close to the processor. By eliminating the
need to go off-chip and/or off-package, the speed of these memories has also
increased as compared to its standalone variant.
This trend has also sparked a massive amount of research and interest in new
embedded memory technologies. Many technologies exist, but the leading
candidate for potential SRAM replacement is STT-MRAM. Its main benefits
over other emerging technologies are its high endurance and low voltage
operation [32]. High endurance is imperative for an embedded memory as
mentioned before, as it will be used continuously at a high frequency. The
low voltage operation is important to be CMOS-compatible, so that the logic
transistors can safely operate and also to limit energy consumption. Also the
high speed requirement of embedded memories has been shown to be attainable
with STT-MRAM up to level-2 caches [16]. Therefor the focus of this PhD
research is on embedded STT-MRAM.
1.0.2 Advanced technology complexity
As mentioned in the title of this thesis, the research is done in and beyond
10 nm technology. This brings with it two main differences as compared to
older technology nodes: the replacement of planar transistors by "fin"-based
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Field Effect Transistors (finFET) and the introduction of multiple patterning
techniques.
The finFET technology has a vertical semiconductor "fin" sticking up from the
bulk, which is covered on three sides with the controlling gate. The fin width is
a fixed technology parameter and extra drive can only be reached by creating
either parallel fins or parallel fingers. This limits transistor width tuning to
integer numbers of the minimum sized transistor. The three side control over the
channel region allows to reduce the transistor leakage current in the off-state and
indirectly to optimize the transistor for higher drive current. Due to the higher
drive current, the minimal area of STT-MRAM cells are mostly dominated by
Back-End-Of-Line (BEOL) processing in stead of Front-End-Of-Line (FEOL)
processing.
Another challenge at these advanced nodes is the use of multiple patterning
techniques. The patterns that are being used in these nodes have crossed the
boundaries of single pattern pitches. Therefor a single dense pattern needs
to be printed in multiple less dense patterns. This approach brings with it
many new or stricter constraints on the possible patterns that can be created.
More margins need to be taken into account for misalignment between these
patterns. This results in many secondary design rules to dominate the minimum
achievable area of the designs. It has become impossible to predict the size of
future designs by simple pitch scaling. Estimates of memory sizes that were
previously done in F 2, where F would be the minimum feature size of the
technology, have become obsolete.
By switching to finFET technology and using multiple patterning techniques,
the entire design, layout and integration of STT-MRAM cells will change as
compared to planar technology with single patterning techniques. The cell
level work that has been done [3][33][7] [8][24], focuses however mostly on
existing nodes. Since STT-MRAM is still a novel technology that will only get
integrated on the processor chip in future technologies, it is imperative that
the design, layout and integration of STT-MRAM cells is investigated in these
nodes. Therefor the focus of this PhD research is on 10 nm technology and
beyond.
1.0.3 Missing link between architecture, circuit and device
research
For designing and experimenting with embedded cache memories, simulation
tools have been created [29] and extended to include new memory technologies
[2]. These tools are using the basic planar scaling rules in order to extrapolate
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to future technologies. As discussed before, these future technologies are not
following the basic scaling trends anymore.
On the flip side of this higher level simulations for embedded memory design is
the device research that has been done on STT-MRAM. The Magnetic Tunnel
Junction or MTJ is the main component of STT-MRAM cells and is used for
implementing the memory function. A lot of research has been performed on
implementing and improving this device [10][16] [4]. However, there has been
little work done in studying the device in its cell context, which is crucial for
the operation of the memory, because the highly non-linear access transistor
also has a large impact on the cell behavior. Especially in an embedded memory
where the transistor can not be tuned for the memory needs.
The link between architecture, circuit and device research in advanced
technologies needs to be established in order for STT-MRAM to get introduced
as an embedded memory. Therefor the focus of this PhD research is on providing
realistic area, performance and energy numbers for comparing the different cell
options and guiding device scaling.
1.0.4 Embedded versus standalone
STT-MRAM is also being researched as a standalone memory technology.
This is the most common approach for introducing a new technology, as it is
already very difficult to create it on its own, let alone integrate it with the
logic technology. As a standalone memory, it is targeting DRAM replacement.
DRAM is used as a main memory to the processing chip, ensuring it has enough
memory capacity to run its processes. The requirements for this main memory
are very different compared to the ones for the embedded cache memories.
The density of the standalone main memory needs to be higher than that of
the embedded cache memory. This requires to scale the dimensions of the MTJ
to the limit of the technology. The standalone memory can use a dedicated
transistor technology optimized for density, as is done in DRAM, to complement
the scaled MTJ. In an embedded memory the logic transistors and BEOL are
used which are optimized for the performance of the logic. The embedded
STT-MRAM cells will therefor not be limited by the dimensions of the MTJ,
which reduces the need to scale it to the limit of the technology.
The performance of the embedded cache memory needs to be higher than that
of the standalone main memory, whose performance is already bottlenecked
by its off-chip nature. Combined with the lower capacity of the embedded
memory, this results in different electrical requirements for the MTJ. The large
capacity of the main memory will require higher read margins to cover the
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larger population of devices under variability. The higher speed of the cache
memory will require lower resistances of the MTJ and faster switching.
This PhD research is focused on embedded STT-MRAM cells and will therefor
not focus on the scaling limits of the MTJ due to i.e. etch damage. All MTJ
sizes used in this PhD research have been demonstrated in silicon in literature.
1.1 Research aim of the PhD
The main goal of the PhD research is to design STT-MRAM cells for embedded
memories in and beyond 10 nm technologies. Embedded memories have been
targeted, because there lies the biggest promise for STT-MRAM, since it is
CMOS-compatible, has high endurance and uses a low voltage to operate. Here,
it is also important to note that there is not a single cell solution for all embedded
memories, as some target higher performance and others target higher density.
The subtitle of this thesis "Making the link to the physical implementation",
also clarifies the secondary research aim of the PhD research. In these advanced
technology nodes, it has become ever more important to create the link with
the physical implementation of the devices in order to reach valid results and
conclusions. Secondary effects are becoming dominant for cell area and parasitics
are influencing the cells ever more.
1.2 General approach and research methods
The main approach and research methods to reach the main goals of this thesis
are summarized as follows. First, it is vital to build a simulation framework that
is capable of both exploring different cells at a circuit level, while creating a link
with the physical implementation. The link with the physical implementation
is created by using an existing Process Development Kit or PDK that has been
developed at imec for the 10 nm and 7 nm technology nodes. This framework is
then adapted and extended to include the MTJ in order to design STT-MRAM
cells. The circuit level exploration is done by adapting and updating an existing
in-house Matlab/Spice framework to include STT-MRAM.
With this framework in place, it is then possible to analyze the existing solutions.
Physical cell designs can be made for achieving accurate area numbers and
for showing where the bottlenecks for further scaling are. They also quantize
the parasitic resistances and capacitances present in the design in advanced
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technology nodes. Circuit simulations can then be used for investigating the
electrical impact on the operation of the cells.
Finally after this investigation of the bottlenecks for scaling and the effects of
parasitics on the cell operation, novel cell designs can be created to accommodate
for these issues. They can then be put through the same process of physical
design, parasitic extraction and circuit simulation to compare them to existing
solutions. In this way, there is a fair comparison done between the different
cell designs while making the link with the physical implementation in these
advanced technology nodes in and beyond 10 nm.
Chapter 2
STT-MRAM cell basics
In this first chapter on the basics of STT-MRAM cells, some necessary
prerequisites for the later chapters will be explained. The main components of
STT-MRAM cells are discussed: the MTJ, the access transistor and the biasing
lines. All these components together are used to form a simulation framework
which is used for all simulation experiments throughout this PhD research.
In this PhD research, a framework for the design, physical layout and electrical
evaluation of STT-MRAM cell designs has been created. The adaption and
integration of existing frameworks and device models has enabled experiments
with existing cell designs and novel cell concepts.
Section 2.1 introduces the Magnetic Tunnel Juction or MTJ as the main device
and storage element of STT-MRAM cells. It highlights its physical behavior,
processing and modeling. Section 2.2 presents the other components needed to
create memory arrays, the access transistors and biasing lines. Extra attention
is paid to the different MTJ-transistor combinations and to the different array
configurations. Section 2.3 present the framework that is used throughout this
PhD research for designing, simulating and analyzing the STT-MRAM cells.
2.1 Magnetic Tunnel Junction
The MTJ is the main component of STT-MRAM cells, as this device gives the
cells their memory functionality. The device is composed of three main layers
as illustrated in Fig. 2.1: the free magnetic layer, a barrier layer and a pinned
magnetic layer. The physical orientation of these layers can be inverted, but
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the order remains the same. In this way, top-pinned MTJ’s, as in Fig. 2.1, have
the pinned layer at the top of the device, whereas bottom-pinned MTJ’s have
the pinned layer at the bottom.
free layer
pinned layer
a) b)
barrier layer
Figure 2.1: MTJ with its functional layers in a) parallel low resistive state and
b) anti-parallel high resistive state.
The free layer of an MTJ has bi-stable magnetization states. When the
magnetization of the free layer aligns in parallel (P) to the pinned layer, electrons
will tunnel through the barrier layer more easily, creating a low resistive state
(LRS). When the magnetization of the free layer aligns in anti-parallel (AP)
to the pinned layer, electrons will tunnel through the barrier layer less easily,
creating a high resistive state (HRS). In this way, the pinned layer is used as a
reference for determining the state of the free layer. This effect is called tunnel
magneto-resistance and the higher the ratio of this low and high resistive state,
the easier it is to distinguish between them. This is characterized by the Tunnel
Magneto-resistance Ratio or TMR, as expressed in Eq. 2.1:
TMR = RAP −RP
RP
= RHRS −RLRS
RLRS
(2.1)
In the rest of this thesis, the more common RAP and RP notations will be used.
This lower or higher resistance of the device can then be interpreted as a logic 0
or 1 in order to create the bitwise memory functionality. Note that the bi-stable
nature of the device limits it to store one bit per MTJ. In this section, the free
layer physics, processing and modeling of the MTJ are discussed.
Another important parameter of the MTJ is the Resistance-Area product or
RA. This parameter is used to characterize the absolute resistance of the layer
stack independent of the device area. Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.3 describe both MTJ
resistances in function of RA, TMR and the device area.
RP =
RA
A
(2.2)
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RAP =
RA
A
(TMR+ 1) = RP (TMR+ 1) (2.3)
2.1.1 Free layer physics
The free magnetization layer is the part of the MTJ that should change its
properties and is therefor the main focus of this explanation.
Magnetization dynamics
The physical functioning of the device is determined by the magnetization
dynamics of the free layer. The physical effects impacting the operation of the
device can be described by magnetic field contributions on the free layer. The
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation (Eq. 2.4 as in [26]) formulates these
magnetization dynamics in function of the effective magnetic field Heff:
∂M
∂t
= −γ0(M×Heff) + α
MS
(M× ∂M
∂t
) (2.4)
where the magnetization M is a function of space and time M(r,t), α is the
damping factor, γ0 is the product of the electron gyro-magnetic ratio γ and
the permeability of vacuum µ0 and MS is the saturation magnetization of the
free layer, which is assumed to be time-independent. The first term describes
the precession behavior of the magnetization and the second term describes the
damping effect.
The effective magnetic field is composed of an exchange field, an anisotropy
field (magneto-crystalline, shape or interfacial) and a demagnetizing field and
can also have an externally applied field as a contribution. The origin of these
fields is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the impact they have on the device
are worth highlighting here.
The anisotropy field is the contribution that gives the MTJ its bi-stable
states. It will cause the device to have two preferred alignments, in parallel or
anti-parallel with this field. This field is created by the crystal structure of the
material, the shape of the free layer or the interfacial effects at the boundary
with the barrier layer. In this way it is possible to create so-called in-plane
or perpendicular MTJ’s. In-plane MTJ’s have their preferred magnetization
direction in the plane of the free layer. This is commonly achieved by making
elliptic MTJ’s, where the magnetization preferably aligns to the long axis of the
device. These elliptic devices are however not scalable to very small sizes, so
there has been a switch to the perpendicular MTJ’s. Perpendicular MTJ’s have
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their preferred magnetization direction perpendicular to the plane of the free
layer. This is commonly achieved by making very thin free layers of which the
magnetization is dominated by interfacial effects. This has also led to the use
of so-called double MgO based MTJ’s which have these interfacial effects twice.
The exchange field and the demagnetizing field are always present and
counteract each other. The exchange field tries to aligns the magnetic moments
whereas the demagnetizing field is opposite to the magnetization. This
counteraction will cause the formation of magnetic domains in the free layer.
The externally applied field can be used to flip the magnetization of the
free layer. This way of controlling the state of the MTJ is however very energy
consuming. The breakthrough in developing this device has come with the
discovery of Spin-Transfer Torque (STT).
Spin-Transfer Torque
STT is vital for controlling the state of an MTJ in an energy efficient way.
As described by Slonczewski in [26], electron spins exert a torque on the
magnetization of the free layer. In this way, the state of the MTJ can be
changed by pushing a current through it. When electrons first go through the
pinned layer, the majority of them that tunnel through the barrier will have
their spin aligned in parallel to the pinned layer. The pinned layer now acts
as a polarizer. The polarized electrons will exert a torque on the free layer
magnetization, causing it to align in parallel to the pinned layer. When electrons
first go through the free layer, again the majority of them that tunnel through
the barrier will have their spin aligned in parallel to the pinned layer. This will
cause an increase in anti-parallel spins to build up in the free layer, causing it
to align in anti-parallel to the pinned layer.
It is important to note that this slightly different writing mechanism causes the
MTJ write operation to be asymmetrical. It is easier to change the state from
anti-parallel to parallel (AP2P), since this is a majority pass-through spin effect.
Whereas the change from parallel to anti-parallel (P2AP) is more difficult, since
this is a minority accumulating spin effect.
Since STT is a torque effect, it is vital for this system to be non-ideal. When
starting from an ideal parallel or anti-parallel state, the angle between the spin
and the magnetization will be zero or pi. In these cases, there will be zero
torque and no change will happen. In practice, due to thermal fluctuations and
non-ideal fabrication, there will be an initial angle between the spin and the
magnetization when applying a current. This initial angle will influence the write
operation of STT-MRAM cells greatly, as was shown in [14]. Throughout this
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PhD research, simulations have been done with various initial angles which have
shown that the relative performance and energy consumption of the different
cell designs does not depend on this initial angle.
The thermal fluctuations in an MTJ are also important when considering data
retention. Although the MTJ has two stable states, it can switch randomly
from one state to the other if enough energy is given by thermal fluctuations.
This phenomenon is characterized by the thermal stability factor ∆, which is
described in Eq. 2.5:
∆ = E
kBT
(2.5)
where E is the energy barrier between both stable states, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the absolute temperature. The higher this ∆ the longer it will
take on average for an MTJ to randomly switch states and lose its data. The
energy barrier is depending on the volume of the free layer, making it more easy
to randomly switch smaller devices made with the same process and materials.
2.1.2 Processing
The processing of an MTJ is done in three steps: the thin film deposition, the
printing of the pillars and the etching of the pillars. It is important that these
steps can be integrated in a regular CMOS-compatible BEOL stack in order to
use STT-MRAM as an embedded memory.
The thin film deposition creates a multi-layered stack across the wafer that
forms the functional layers as discussed in section 2.1. The TMR and RA
parameters are determined by the thin film deposition as they are independent
of the device area. The thin film layers are however more complex than the
functional layers suggest. Especially the pinned layer is composed of many
layers to achieved the desired effect on the free layer. The barrier layer is the
most straightforward and is usually made of a single MgO layer. The free layer
also used to be straightforward and was usually made of a single CoFeB layer.
In order to improve the free layer properties, also devices with two MgO layers
have been fabricated to improved the interfacial anisotropy of the free layer.
The printing of the pillars is done by lithography. Depending on the size, a
few different techniques have been applied. The standard 193 nm immersion
(193i) single exposure printing can reach the required density of the MTJ’s in
advanced nodes, but the variability is too large. Double exposure printing has
been applied to reduce this and also a switch to Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV)
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printing is being considered. Also the crossing of two spacer-defined lines is
under investigation.
The etching of the pillars is the last step in the processing together with the
encapsulation and Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP). After the printing is
done, this pattern is etched into the multi-layered stack to create the individual
MTJ devices. The encapsulation ensures that they remain isolated from their
surroundings and the CMP allows further processing to start from a flat surface.
The device area and with it the thermal stability factor are dependent on both
the printing and etching when forming the MTJ pillars.
2.1.3 Modeling
A main split that can be made in modeling approaches is whether they are
physics based or empirical.
Physics based models
This first kind of models is based on the LLG equation described above in
Eq. 2.4. In addition to modeling the field contributions described above, the
STT is mathematically converted into another contribution to the effective
field and the thermal fluctuations are modeled as a random field depending
on the temperature. Their are two approaches to solve this equation: the
micro-magnetic model or the macro-spin approximation.
In the micro-magnetic model, the LLG equation is numerically solved for
many points in the free layer. This requires a lot of computation as integrals over
the entire volume need to be calculate for every point in the simulation. This
approach gives the highest accuracy and is very suited for physical understanding
of the magnetization dynamics.
The macro-spin approximation reduces the complexity of the micro-
magnetic model by removing the position dependence of the magnetization.
The assumption is that at very small scale, there will only be a single magnetic
domain that will behave as a single big spin, hence the macro-spin approximation.
With this assumption, the exchange field gets removed from the equation and
the computation intensive demagnetizing field gets simplified. This approach
is less accurate, but far more suited to do circuit simulations thanks to the
improved simulation time. The single domain assumption is also reasonable for
the dimensions used in this PhD research.
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Empirical models
The second kind of models is based on measurement data which is fitted to
curves with a minimum amount of fitting parameters. The biggest benefit of
this model is that it can exactly mimic the behavior of the processed devices.
This makes it ideal to do simulations for designs with a known technology. The
downside of this approach is that this can only be done for a known technology
of which there is measurement data available. This was an issue during this
PhD research, since there was no measurement data available for the dimensions
that were being investigated. Moreover, in order to explore different parameters
of the MTJ device, as was done during this PhD research, a lot of measurement
data should be available to be able to interpolate between different parameter
sets.
2.2 Creating memory arrays
Two other cell components are needed to create STT-MRAM arrays: access
transistors and biasing lines.
2.2.1 Access transistors
The access transistor is the second device present in STT-MRAM cells. It is
needed to select or access the proper MTJ from which information needs to be
retrieved or in which it needs to be stored. The transistor is placed in series
with the two-terminal MTJ and connected by its drain terminal.
Logic finFET technologies
Logic technologies are used for the cells, since this PhD research is performed
in the context of embedded memories. The designs fully comply with the logic
process in order to guarantee flawless integration [6]. The nominal supply
voltages and regular logic transistors are used in the cells.
In this PhD research, the advanced nodes of imec 10 nm and 7 nm technology
(iN10 and iN7) have been used, which are both technologies. These technologies
have replaced planar technology due to their superior electrostatic channel
control, which in turn leads to higher drive currents for the same leakage
specifications. One of the biggest consequences is that their is no more transistor
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width tuning allowed and the only way to increase the transistor size from the
minimum one is to arrange multiples of them in parallel.
MTJ-transistor combinations
When combining both possible MTJ devices, being top-pinned and bottom-
pinned, with both possible access transistors, being Negative-channel and
Positive-channel Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (NMOS and PMOS), there are
four combinations that can be created. Due to the asymmetry of the STT effect
in MTJ’s and the complementary nature of NMOS and PMOS transistors, not
all combinations are equally interesting.
Fig. 2.2 shows both write operations of the four combinations: a) top-pinned
MTJ with NMOS transistor, b)bottom-pinned MTJ with NMOS transistor,
c) top-pinned MTJ with PMOS transistor and d)bottom-pinned MTJ with
PMOS transistor. The P2AP switch is the most difficult as discussed in
section 2.1.1 and is therefor highlighted in red in the figure. The voltage biasing
of the cell is highlighted in blue. Remember that the current through the MTJ
flows opposite to the electron flow as in the explanation of the STT effect.
Table 2.1 summarizes the operating voltages from Fig. 2.2. VMTJ is the voltage
at the MTJ-terminal, Vs/d is the voltage at the source/drain-terminal of the
transistor, Vg is the voltage at the gate-terminal of the transistor and Vgs is the
gate-to-source voltage of the transistor.
Combinations a) and d) have the full gate-to-source bias for the more difficult
P2AP switch and a degenerated gate-to-source bias for the easier AP2P switch.
Combinations b) and c) have a degenerated gate-to-source bias for the more
difficult P2AP switch and the full gate-to-source bias for the easier AP2P
switch. Therefor combination a) top-pinned with NMOS and combination
d) bottom-pinned with PMOS are the preferred ones. Throughout this text,
the top-pinned NMOS combination will be used by default, unless specified
otherwise.
2.2.2 Biasing lines
The third component are the biasing lines to connect the different cells in an
array configuration. As seen in Fig. 2.2, an STT-MRAM cell has three terminals
which need to be biased. The connection to the gate of the access transistor is
the Word Line (WL) and is used to select a column of cells. The connection to
top of the MTJ is the Bit Line (BL) and the connection to the source of the
access transistor is the Source Line (SL). These lines are used to bias the MTJ
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the P2AP and AP2P write operation for the four
MTJ-transistor combinations.
for changing or reading its state. Especially the BL is the line which contains
the data and should always run perpendicular to the WL which selects the
column.
Note that, throughout this text, the convention of WL columns and BL rows
will be used. Contrary to standalone memories, embedded memories like SRAM
follow this convention because the gates in logic cells are always drawn vertical.
With the need for the WL and BL to run perpendicular, there are two array
configurations possible: the SL running in parallel with either the BL or the
WL.
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Table 2.1: Operating voltages for the four MTJ-transistor combinations
Combination Switch VMTJ Vs/d Vg Vgs
a) NMOS top P2AP High Low High FullAP2P Low High High Degenerated
b) NMOS bottom P2AP Low High High DegeneratedAP2P High Low High Full
c) PMOS top P2AP High Low Low DegeneratedAP2P Low High Low Full
d) PMOS bottom P2AP Low High Low FullAP2P High Low Low Degenerated
Baseline dual-BL cell
The baseline version is the dual-BL cell (as in [16][3]), where the SL runs in
parallel with the BL. Fig. 2.3 shows this cell with its biasing lines and how it
is configured in an array. For all the cells in the same column, their access
transistors are controlled by the same WL and they are biased by different BL’s
and SL’s. This array configuration allows for a fully independent control of all
selected cells.
WL
BL
SL
MTJ
cell 11 cell 12
cell 21 cell 22
WL1 WL2
BL1
SL1
BL2
SL2
a) b)
Figure 2.3: The baseline dual-BL cell with its a) circuit and b) array
configuration.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the write operation of the baseline dual-BL cell. The BL and
SL are biased in order to control the direction of the current flow through the
MTJ depending on which state must be written to the cell. All cells controlled
by the same WL are biased independently by their own SL and BL, enabling a
fully parallel write operation.
Because the MTJ is a two terminal device, the read operation will also pass
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Figure 2.4: Write operation of the baseline cell dual-BL cell with bias voltages
for switching a)P2AP and b)AP2P.
a current through it that will also create the STT effect. Therefor there is a
risk of disturbing the state of the MTJ when reading the cell, known as read
disturb. As shown in [21], this leaves two options for the read operation: a
slower low voltage mode or a faster high voltage mode. A pre-charge/discharge
scheme will also be considered, since this will also limit the amount of electrons
flowing through the MTJ preventing read disturb. This scheme also allows to
characterize the read delay impact of different cell versions.
Fig. 2.5 illustrates the low voltage read operation and the discharge based read
operation of the baseline dual-BL cell. For the low voltage read operation,
the BL’s are biased to low read voltage and the SL’s are grounded. For the
discharge based read operation, the BL’s are pre-charged to the supply voltage
and the SL’s are grounded. All cells controlled by the same WL can sense their
own BL, enabling a fully parallel read operation.
Table 2.2 summarizes the operating voltages from Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. Note
that the initial biasing and flow of current for the read operations is the same
as for the P2AP switch. This biasing is most robust against read disturb, since
this is the most difficult switch.
Two metrics from the discharge based read operation will be used to characterize
the cells: the delay to a specific BL voltage difference between an LRS and HRS
cell and the maximum BL voltage difference at any time during the discharging.
Fig. 2.6 illustrates the delay and Fig. 2.7 illustrates the maximum difference.
Both figures show the BL voltages during pre-charging and discharging of an
LRS cell in orange and a HRS cell in blue (purple when they overlap).
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Figure 2.5: Read operation of the baseline dual-BL cell with bias voltages for
a) low voltage read and b) discharge based read.
Figure 2.6: Delay to a BL voltage difference of 100mV between an LRS and
HRS cell.
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Table 2.2: Operating voltages for the read and write operations of the baseline
dual-BL cell
Operation VBL VSL VWL
Low voltage read Vread Low High
Discharge based read PRE = High Low High
P2AP write High Low High
AP2P write Low High High
Figure 2.7: Maximum BL voltage difference between an LRS and HRS cell.
Common SL cell
The other version is the common SL cell (as in [33]), where the SL runs in
parallel with the WL. Fig. 2.8 shows this cell with its biasing lines and how
it is configured in an array. For all the cells in the same column, their access
transistors are controlled by the same WL and they are biased by different BL’s,
but all selected cells have the same SL bias. When writing the selected cells,
this equal SL bias causes a need for either a negative BL voltage or a two phase
write operation. There is no such issue when reading the selected cells, since
the SL’s have the same read bias.
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Figure 2.8: The common SL cell with its a) circuit and b) array configuration.
2.3 Framework
In this PhD research, a simulation framework has been build to conduct the
circuit simulation experiments. This framework has been used for all work
presented in this thesis. Fig. 2.9 gives a high level overview of the different
components while highlighting the contributions made in this PhD research.
Figure 2.9: Schematic of the simulation framework.
The core of the framework is a Matlab/Spice based framework which was
developed in-house for circuit simulations of i.e. SRAM cells. It has been
developed to flexibly generate circuit netlists and execute them with a simulator
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Table 2.3: MTJ simulation parameters
Parameter Range
Diameter 20 - 50 nm
RA 2 - 5Ωµm2
TMR 50 - 200%
such as Cadence Spectre. The framework also offers software modules for
post-processing all signals in the circuits. It needs input scripts for the netlist
generation and device models for simulation execution. Post-processing scripts
have been created in the framework to analyze the performance and energy
consumption of the STT-MRAM cells.
STT-MRAM specific scripts have been added in order to use the framework
for this PhD research. These scripts contain all the cell designs which will
be discussed in this thesis. They enable to simulate the different array
configurations and operation modes that have been introduced, as well as
the baseline versions. Also the introduction of variability in the simulations has
been included in these scripts.
A Verilog-A based MTJ model has been created, based on an in-house
C-code based model which uses the macro-spin approximation in 3 dimensions
discussed in section 2.1.3. Verilog-A was used for easy integration with the
circuit simulators. The macro-spin approximation is used in order to reduce
simulation time. It is assumed to be accurate enough in the MTJ diameter
range used in this PhD research to see the relative effects between the different
cells that were investigated. The MTJ properties that were used in this model
are based on [10]. Table 2.3 shows the properties that were swept in experiments
with their ranges.
The final component of the framework is the in-house created Process
Development Kit (PDK) as in [22]. It is used to develop the imec 10 nm
technology with bulk devices for logic designs. It contains a physical layout
environment with Design Rule Checking (DRC) and Parasitics EXtraction
(PEX) for both Back-End-Of-Line (BEOL) and Front-End-Of-Line (FEOL)
parasitics. Netlists can be generated which are compatible with in-house device
models. These transistor compact models are another very important part
of the PDK and are used for the circuit simulations. They are based on
silicon measurements, Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) studies
and references [31][30]. An MTJ layer has been added to this PDK in order to
create the STT-MRAM cell designs. By using this PDK, accurate area numbers
for the cell designs can be attained as shown also in the next chapter 3. It also
provides the simulation framework with the correct transistor parameters and
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line resistance and capacitance.
The use of the total framework can be summarized as follows. After an initial
cell concept design, a physical layout of the cell array is created in the PDK
and validated for manufacturability with the built-in DRC. This physical layout
already gives the area of the new design. The PEX of this physical layout gives
the transistor parameters and the line resistances and capacitances. The new
cell design and/or operation mode is added to the scripts in order to generate
a trimmed memory array for the simulations. A trimmed array consists of
only the active column and the row(s) under investigation and is used to
save simulation time. The PEX is done on a full array in order to include the
coupling capacitances to nodes that are not included in the trimmed deck. These
coupling capacitances are then added to the intrinsic capacitance to ground for
the simulation. For every simulation, only one cell is considered and the other
cells on the BL’s and WL’s are lumped together in small groups, forming a
distributed chain. This lumping is parameterized to trade-off accuracy versus
simulation time. Then simulations are run with multiple MTJ parameters, array
sizes and cell designs. After these simulations, the performance and energy
consumption of the different designs can be analyzed and compared.
With this framework that has been created during this PhD research, it is
now straightforward to evaluate different STT-MRAM cell designs in advanced
technology nodes. It can also be used for newer technologies, such as the imec
7 nm technology (iN7) by the straightforward addition of the MTJ layer to
the PDK. Also the replacement of the MTJ model would be straightforward
if it is compatible with circuit simulators. An update to the model is also
straightforward by extending the Verilog-A code or simply updating the
parameters.
Chapter 3
Design-Technology
Co-Optimization
As STT-MRAM will first target bigger, denser cache memories, the minimum
cell area will have a significant impact on total die size. In order to achieve
successful integration of STT-MRAM as area efficient higher level embedded
cache, it needs to be included as benchmark to develop the process flow for
new logic technologies. SRAM cells and logic standard cells are already used as
benchmarks [22][23][25][12], but the simple cell structure of STT-MRAM brings
extra patterning challenges to achieve high density.
Design-Technology Co-Optimization (DTCO) is pursued in this PhD research
to investigate the scaling bottlenecks of STT-MRAM cells and to achieve high
density cells by introducing scaling boosters. The results presented in this
chapter show the large impact of secondary design rules on the minimum cell
area and the large area reduction achieved when introducing scaling boosters
that target these critical rules.
In this chapter, section 3.1 first introduces the 111 SRAM cell and the three
variants of the standard dual bit line 1 Transistor 1 MTJ (1T1MTJ) cell: the
two-finger cell, the dummy-poly cell and the DRAM-style cell. Next, section 3.2
explains the patterning techniques and design rules of technology nodes iN10
and iN7. Section 3.3 shows the analysis of the cell variants in iN10 and iN7 and
highlights the critical rules for scaling the cell size. Section 3.4 shows the effect
of SAQP mandrel and spacer engineering on the cell size and introduces the
use of multi-level via’s as a scaling booster in STT-MRAM cells. Section 3.5
turns the attention to the three-dimensional (3D) integration of MTJ’s in deeply
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scaled metal layers and shows how the multi-level via’s can also solve this issue.
3.1 Cell variants
When going from the 1T1MTJ cell circuit to a physical layout, there is a
fundamental layout problem that needs to be addressed. The 1T 1MTJ circuit
has an internal node, which cannot be shared with any neighboring cell (Fig. 3.1).
Three cell variants are investigated in this PhD research, each giving different
solutions for this problem.
BL
SL
WL
IN
Figure 3.1: Circuit of the basic cell highlighting the internal node (IN).
3.1.1 Two finger cell
The two finger cell, which is commonly used [16][33][3], solves the problem of
the internal node by adding a second transistor finger to the cell. This way the
internal node gets removed from the cell boundary and placed in the middle of
the cell. Fig. 3.2 shows the two-finger cell and how it can be easily connected to
its neighbors by a shared SL connection.
The benefit of this cell variant is that it uses all available transistors and therefor
has no unnecessary parasitic front-end capacity. The downsides are that it
always has a multiple of two fins, further reducing the flexibility in transistor
sizing of finFETs which are already limited to an integer number of fins, and
that it widens the cell to 2Poly(-silicon) Pitch (PP), making the biasing lines
longer.
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Figure 3.2: Circuit of the two-finger cell design.
3.1.2 Dummy poly cell
The other common solution is the cell where two transistor drains are abutted
with the minimum active spacing in between [3]. However this can not be
implemented in finFET technologies. The fin will be epitaxially grown in the
drain region to get a good contact resistance with the contact metal. The end of
the fin needs to be covered by a gate in order to properly control this epitaxial
silicon growth.
The dummy-poly cell (devised after discussions with Stefan Cosemans) solves
the problem of the internal node and the abutting of drains by sacrificing a
transistor in between two cells that is used to separate both internal nodes.
This transistor is always in the OFF-state, so the gate needs to be biased for
correct use of the cells. Fig. 3.3 shows the dummy-poly cell which is connected
to its neighbors by a shared SL on one side and by the dummy-poly, a transistor
in the OFF-state, on the other side.
The benefit of this cell variant is that it can increment the transistor sizing per
single fin. The downsides are that it has "useless" transistors which increase
unwanted parasitic front-end capacity and that it still has a somewhat wider
cell of 1.5 PP.
3.1.3 DRAM-style cell
The DRAM-style cell is investigated as it provides a solution to the problem
of the internal node by leaving a gap in between two cells to separate both
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Figure 3.3: Circuit of the dummy-poly cell design
internal nodes. Because the transistor fins need to stop under a gate to prevent
uncontrolled epitaxial silicon growth when creating the source-drain contacts,
this gap takes up two adjacent gates. To avoid losing these gates altogether,
they are used with another fin. This results in a staggered configuration of
active access transistors as is customary in DRAM, hence the DRAM-style
cell. Fig. 3.4 shows the DRAM-style cell with its staggered pattern of access
transistors.
BL
SL
WL1 WL2 WL3 WL4
Figure 3.4: Circuit of the DRAM-style cell design
The benefits of this cell variant are that it is only 1PP wide and that it can
increment the transistor sizing per single fin. The downside is that it also has
"useless" transistors (or at least half ones) which increase unwanted parasitic
front-end capacity.
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3.1.4 Pitch based cell sizes
Cell sizes for memory technologies have traditionally been expressed in the
square of the feature size F. Originally this feature size was the smallest printable
size of the technology, which would typically also be the minimum transistor
size. For memory technologies this was often the half pitch of the metal layers,
since these were often determining the cell size. In advanced logic technologies
and especially finFET technologies there is no clear feature size present. For
this reason estimates of the cell sizes are based on pitches.
For the three cell variants, these pitch based estimates are simple and
straightforward. They all are using the dual bit line scheme, so they must
be at least 2Metal Pitch (MP) high. The width of the cell varies from 2 over 1.5
to 1PP wide for the two-finger, dummy-poly and DRAM-style cell respectively.
This would suggest that the two-finger cell is the largest and the DRAM-style
cell is the smallest. As will be shown in the next sections, this is a very simplified
estimate that will not be correct due to the multiple secondary design rules
present in advanced technology nodes.
3.1.5 111 SRAM cell
For SRAM, the area optimized 111 cell variant is investigated. These numbers
describe the number of fins for the pull-up, pass gate and pull-down transistors.
Fig. 3.5 shows the circuit of the standard 6 transistor SRAM cell. The 111 cell
variant is the minimum sized version and has a single fin for the pull-up (PU),
pass gate (PG) and pull-down (PD) transistors.
3.2 Multiple patterning in iN10 and iN7
193i lithography has a single patterning pitch limit of about 80 nm. The desired
pitches for iN10 and iN7 (shown in Table. 3.1 and Table. 3.3) are however beyond
this limit, necessitating the use of multiple patterning schemes. In this section
these schemes are discussed and the design rules that go with them to conclude
with specifics of the technologies used in this work.
3.2.1 Multiple patterning schemes
There are two main options for multiple patterning schemes used, the multiple
litho-etch (LEx) schemes and the self-aligned multiple patterning (SAxP)
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Figure 3.5: Circuit of the 6 transistor SRAM cell with pull-up (PU), pass gate
(PG) and pull-down (PD) transistors indicated.
schemes. Common flavors include single, double and triple litho-etch (LE,
LE2 and LE3) and self-aligned double and quadruple patterning (SADP and
SAQP).
Multiple Litho-Etch
LEx uses multiple lithographic printing and etching steps at relaxed pitch to
make patterns at denser pitch. This is a direct print technique where the masks
contain the desired patterns which are printed directly on the die. Fig. 3.6 shows
how a dense pattern is decomposed in multiple patterns which are less dense so
they can be printed with 193i lithography. This scheme however comes with
some problems to ensure that the desired patterns are printed reliably.
First, there is the alignment between the different LE steps. Since the multiple
patterns are in the same layer, but printed in different steps, they are not
automatically aligned. Therefor there is a need to keep sufficient distance
between the patterns in the different LE steps. Fig. 3.7 illustrates this problem:
a) shows the desired pattern, b) shows the overlap in case of mis-alignment of
steps 2 and 3, c) shows the desired pattern with extra margin and d) shows no
overlap in case of mis-alignment of steps 2 and 3.
Secondly, there is the effect of rounding and pull-back. Although the problem of
the dense pitch can be resolved by multiple patterning, the problem of printing
narrow lines remains. When printing rectangular patterns with sharp corners,
the light can not get all the way into these corners, causing rounding to happen.
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Figure 3.6: Pitch density multiplying by multiple (i.e. triple) litho-etch scheme.
Figure 3.7: Multiple litho-etch scheme alignment problem.
When two corners are close together, as is the case with narrow lines, the
rounding of these corners can cause the tip of the line to pull-back entirely,
making the line shorter than intended. Therefor it is important to extend
the tips of the lines beyond the lines on other layers to which they need to
connect, so that the via will make a reliable connection between them. Fig. 3.8
illustrates this problem: a) shows the desired pattern for a wide and a narrow
line, b) shows limited rounding and c) shows severe rounding with pull-back for
the narrow line.
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Figure 3.8: Multiple litho-etch scheme pull-back problem.
Self-Aligned Multiple Patterning
SAxP uses spacer growth on both sides of a printed mandrel to double the pitch
density. When extending this with a second spacer growth step, this pattern
gets doubled again, creating a pattern with quadruple density of the original.
Fig. 3.9 shows how the pattern gets doubled and quadrupled by spacer growth
steps.
Figure 3.9: Pitch doubling and quadrupling by self-aligned multiple patterning.
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SAxP is an indirect print technique where the combination of multiple masks
and process steps form the desired patterns. SAxP is very efficient in printing
dense lines, but needs to be complemented with cut or block masks. These extra
masks cut the lines when the desired pattern is generated with the spacer itself
i.e. transistor fins or block the gaps from extending when the desired pattern is
generated from the gaps i.e. metal lines. Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 illustrate the
use of these extra masks.
Figure 3.10: Pattern generation with SAxP and cut masks.
The downside of SAxP is that, in practice, it limits the layer to be one-
dimensional. This means that all the lines in a given layer need to run either
horizontal or vertical. This limits the routing flexibility within any given layer,
since a jump to another layer needs to be made to connect points which are not
on a single line.
Finally, it is important to note that SAQP for metal lines, where the desired
pattern is generated from the gaps, has patterns which originate from different
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Figure 3.11: Pattern generation with SAxP and blocks masks.
processes. The final metal line width gets determined by either the thickness
of the spacer 1 deposition or a combination of the mandrel width and pitch
and the thickness of the spacers. This results in the lines having a different
variability profile and a systematic variability component between the different
populations.
Fig. 3.12 illustrates the different populations of SAQP patterned metal lines.
The dash-dotted lines highlight a line which is fully determined by the thickness
of the spacer 1 deposition. This population consists of every other line and has
the best control of the width of the lines. The dotted lines highlight a line which
is determined by the width of the mandrel and by the thickness of the spacer
2 deposition. This population consists of one out of four lines. The dashed
lines highlight a line which is determined by the pitch and width of the mandrel
and by the thickness of both spacer 1 and 2 depositions. This population also
consists of one out of four lines and has the poorest control of the width of the
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lines.
Figure 3.12: Different populations of SAQP patterned metal lines.
3.2.2 Design rules
Due to the extra problems caused by multiple patterning and the inherent
nature of extremely scaled dimensions, there are new and/or stricter design
rules to ensure reliable construction of the desired structures. In this section,
the most important ones for this work are explained.
Tip-to-Tip Spacing
Fig. 3.13 shows the Tip-to-Tip (T2T) spacing rule as the minimum distance
between two line ends or tips on the same track. This rule is very different for
the different multiple patterning schemes. With LEx this minimum distance
is mostly determined by the alignment of two LE steps, while with SAxP this
distance is determined by the minimum size of the cut or block mask pattern.
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Figure 3.13: T2T rule for both a) LEx and b) SAxP .
Extension
Fig. 3.14 shows a few examples of extension rules. These rules are in place
to make sure that structures from different layers overlap properly despite of
alignment mismatch. This overlap is important to make sufficient contact i.e.
M0 contacting the fin or to protect lower layers from processing damage i.e. M0
used as etch stop for V0.
Figure 3.14: Extension rule for both a)M0 extension over fin and b)M0 extension
V0/M1.
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Table 3.1: iN10 technology sizes, pitches and patterning schemes
Layer Pitch (nm) Width (nm) Patterning
Fin 36 10 SADP
Gate 64 20 LE2
Local interconnect (M0) 64 32 LE3
Metal M1 48 24 LE3
Metal M2 48 24 SADP
Minimum area
The minimum area rule is the final one to highlight. This rule is in place to
make sure that a metal strip with a via underneath gets properly filled with
metal. This is especially important for copper interconnect, since it uses barrier
and liner layers in order to be able to fill narrow trenches with copper. For
copper, an aggressive number of 1386 nm2 is used and for tungsten, 700 nm2 is
used.
3.2.3 Technologies
The two technologies used for the analysis of the three cell variants are iN10
and iN7. Their sizes, pitches and patterning schemes are shown with their
differences highlighted.
iN10
The 10 nm bulk finFET technology presented in [22] is used. Table 3.1 shows
the sizes, pitches and patterning schemes of the most important FEOL and
BEOL layers of iN10. Table 3.2 shows the most important design rules for
STT-MRAM in iN10.
iN7
The 7 nm bulk finFET technology presented in [23][25] is used. Table 3.3 shows
the sizes, pitches and patterning schemes of the most important FEOL and
BEOL layers of iN7. Note that, compared to iN10, there is an extra metal
layer inserted between M0 and M1 which is called Mint. This is an extra
Middle-Of-Line MOL layer that can either be in tungsten, cobalt or copper.
Table 3.4 shows the most important design rules for STT-MRAM in iN7.
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Table 3.2: iN10 design rules
Rule Minimum value (nm)
Gate extension over fin 20
Gate T2T 40
Gate contact height 40
Gate contact spacing to M0 20
M0 T2T 30
M0 extension over fin 15
M0 extension V0/M1 16
M1 extension over V0 15
M1 T2T 35
Table 3.3: iN7 technology sizes, pitches and patterning schemes
Layer Pitch (nm) Width (nm) Patterning
Fin 24 5 SAQP
Gate 42 18 SADP
Local interconnect (M0) 42 20 self-aligned
Metal Mint 32 21 SAQP
Metal M1 42 24 SADP
Metal M2 32 16 SAQP
Table 3.4: iN7 design rules
Rule Minimum value (nm)
Gate extension over fin 15
Gate extension over dummy fin 5
Gate T2T 21
Gate contact height 21
Gate contact spacing to M0 9
M0 T2T 18
M0 extension over fin 5
M0 extension V0/Mint 0
Mint T2T 18
Mint extension over V0 2
M1 T2T 18
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There are some major differences with iN10 in the design rules that will impact
the cell sizes. There is a big drop in minimum M0 T2T distance from 30 nm
to 18 nm. This is because of the switch from LE3 patterning to self-aligned
contacts with block patterns. Where in iN10 this rule was dominated by
alignment between the different LE steps, it is now determined by the minimum
with of the block pattern. There is also a big drop in M0 extension V0/Mint
from 16 nm to zero and in Mint (M1 in iN10) extension over V0 from 15 nm to
2 nm. This is partly due to improved alignment from layer to layer and partly
because partially landing via’s are allowed for density. The V0 etch has also
become a timed etch and does not use M0 as stopping layer. This way the
lower layers are protected from damage, even if there is only partial V0-landing
on M0. Also the gate and gate contact have significant improvements: a new
extension rule for dummy fins, a big drop in gate T2T from 40 nm to 21 nm,
a smaller gate contact height from 40 nm to 21 nm, a smaller spacing between
gate and M0 from 20 nm to 9 nm and the possibility to contact the gate from
one side only.
3.3 Critical rules analysis of physical layouts
In this PhD research, the circuits of the cell variants have been translated to
optimized physical layouts taking into account the multiple patterning schemes
and their design rules. After a thorough analysis of the critical rules, scaling
boosters have been proposed in this PhD research which are presented in the
next section 3.4, in order to optimize the cell area density.
3.3.1 iN10
In iN10 the MTJ will be integrated on top of the vertical M2. All the 3D views
and layouts that are shown in the figures of section 3.3.1 use the same color
scheme:
• Green: fin,
• Red: gate,
• Black box: gate contact,
• Blue: M0,
• Purple: horizontal M1,
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• Yellow: vertical M2,
• Orange: MTJ and
• Black: horizontal M3.
Two finger cell
Fig. 3.15 shows the 3D view of the two-finger cell. Six gate lines are shown of
which two are active and highlighted. Also two BL/SL combinations are shown.
The cell shares SL contacts with its neighbors and has a continuous active fin
pattern.
Figure 3.15: 3D view of the two-finger cell design
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Fig. 3.16 shows the layout of the two-finger cell in iN10 with its critical rules
that determine the cell height. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black
box. The width of the cell is 2PP by construction. The critical rules that
determine the height of the cell are highlighted by the orange arrows. They are
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) half of the fin width,
• (D) half of M1 minimum spacing,
• (E) M1 minimum width and
• (F) M0 extension V0/M1.
In this way, a minimal cell height of 102 nm is reached.
Figure 3.16: Layout of the two-finger cell in iN10 with critical rules highlighted.
Dummy poly cell
Fig. 3.17 shows the 3D view of the dummy-poly cell. Six gate lines are shown
of which one is active and highlighted. Half of the shared dummy-poly is also
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highlighted. Again two BL/SL combinations are shown. The fin pattern is
continuous and the isolation of the internal nodes is made by grounding the
dummy-poly. As the cell shrinks in width as compared to the two-finger cell,
more cells can be placed within the six gate lines.
Figure 3.17: 3D view of the dummy-poly cell design
In order to physically layout the dummy-poly cell, two adjacent M0 lines need
to be contacted to different horizontal M1 strips. It is however not possible to
connect both M0 lines at the transistor drains without violating the M1 T2T
and the M1 extension over V0 rule. Fig. 3.18 illustrates this issue. Therefor it
is necessary to use 3M1 tracks to make all the contacts to the cells.
Fig. 3.19 shows the layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN10 with its critical rules
that determine the cell height. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black
box. The width of the cell is 1.5PP by construction. The height of the cell is
3MP due to the problem mentioned above, but there is also a second path of
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Figure 3.18: Illustration of the contacting problem for the dummy-poly cell in
iN10.
rules which are critical for the height of the cell. They are again highlighted by
the orange arrows. They are
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) half of the fin width,
• (G) half of the fin pitch,
• (E) half of M1 minimum width,
• (D) M1 minimum spacing,
• (E) M1 minimum width and
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• (F) M0 extension V0/M1.
In this way, a minimal cell height of 144 nm is reached.
Figure 3.19: Layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN10 with critical rules
highlighted.
DRAM-style cell
Fig. 3.20 shows the 3D view of the DRAM-style cell. Six gate lines are shown of
which one is active and highlighted. Also two BL/SL combinations are shown.
The BL is very wide as consecutive cells are staggered. Two rows of MTJ’s are
connected to the same BL. There is a gap in the fin pattern to create isolated
internal nodes.
Fig. 3.21 shows the layout of the DRAM-style cell in iN10 with its critical rules
that determine the cell height. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black
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Figure 3.20: 3D view of the DRAM-style cell design
box. The width of the cell is 1PP by construction. The critical rules that
determine the height of the cell are highlighted by the orange arrows. They are
two times
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
• (G) fin pitch and
• (B) M0 extension over fin.
In this way, a minimal cell height of 212 nm is reached.
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Figure 3.21: Layout of the DRAM-style cell in iN10 with critical rules
highlighted.
111 SRAM cell
Fig. 3.22 shows the layout of the 111 SRAM cell variant in iN10. A single
cell is highlighted by the dashed black box. The width of the cell is 2PP
by construction. The critical rules that determine the height of the cell are
highlighted by the orange arrows. They are
• (L) gate contact height,
• (M) gate contact spacing to M0,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
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• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (H) gate T2T,
• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (H) gate T2T,
• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
• (B) M0 extension over fin and
• (M) gate contact spacing to M0.
In this way, a minimal cell height of 370 nm is reached. Note that for the
SRAM cell, it is more efficient to run M1 vertical and not horizontal as with
STT-MRAM. The cell is finished by the horizontal BL’s and supply lines on
M2 (not shown).
Assessment
Table 3.5 lists the area of the different cell variants for the different technologies
considered.
For STT-MRAM in iN10, the dummy-poly cell is the biggest, because the
inability to create the contacts of its desired layout results in a big area hit.
The large overhead of FEOL and MOL layers of the DRAM-style cell cause
it to be larger than the two-finger cell, which is the smallest. This is a stark
contrast with the pitch based estimate where the two-finger cell is the largest.
It is clear from the critical rules in all cells that the strict extension and T2T
rules have a big impact on the cell size.
For SRAM in iN10, the 111 cell is dominated by FEOL and MOL rules. The
gate contacts specifically are very area consuming. The 111 SRAM cell is 3.6x
larger than the smallest two finger STT-MRAM cell.
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Figure 3.22: Layout of the 111 SRAM cell in iN10 on the left with critical
FEOL rules highlighted on the right.
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Table 3.5: Minimum area [nm2] of the different cell variants for the different
technology options
Technology STT-MRAM SRAMTwo-finger Dummy-poly DRAM-style 111
iN10 13 056 13 824 13 568 47 360
iN7 5 376 6 048 5 376 16 128
iN7 SAQP eng. 5 376 4 788 4 788 15 204
iN7 m-level via 5 376 4 032 5 376 16 128
3.3.2 iN7
In iN7 the MTJ will be integrated on top of the vertical M1. All the layouts
that are shown in Fig. 3.23, Fig. 3.24, Fig. 3.25, Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27 use the
same color scheme:
• Green: fin,
• Red: gate,
• Black box: gate contact,
• Blue: M0,
• Purple: horizontal Mint and
• Yellow: vertical M1,
Also in the next sections this coloring scheme is applied.
As discussed in section 3.2.3 the most critical secondary design rules on extensions
and T2T spacing are very different in iN7 as compared to iN10 due to the
difference in patterning schemes. As a baseline assumption for iN7, the Mint
layer needs to be composed of a regular grid of evenly spaced lines with the
same width.
Two finger cell
Thanks to the tighter design rules mentioned above, both the FEOL and MOL
layers fit in the theoretical minimum height of 2xMP.
Fig. 3.23 shows the layout of the two-finger cell in iN7. A single cell is highlighted
by the dashed black box. The width of the cell is 2PP by construction. The
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height of the cell is 2MP, so the theoretical minimal cell height of 64 nm is
reached.
Figure 3.23: Layout of the two-finger cell in iN7 at 2 MP high.
Since every other line in SAQP is fully spacer defined, all SL’s of this two finger
cell design can be spacer defined. This is beneficial for the variability of the
different BL rows, since this spacer deposition is well controlled. The spread
on the width of the short Mint strips has limited influence on the cell, so their
larger variability is of little concern.
Dummy poly cell
Thanks to the tighter design rules mentioned above, both the FEOL and MOL
layers again fit in the theoretical minimum height of 2xMP. The problem of
minimum area however pops up for the vertical copper M1 strips, which can
not be staggered as in the two-finger cell, since the dummy-poly cell is less wide.
This combined with the Mint SAQP grid results in the cell growing to 3xMP
in height. This causes the same layout design as in iN10 to be used. Fig. 3.24
illustrates the issue of the vertical M1 strips.
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Figure 3.24: Illustration of the problem with the vertical M1 strips in iN7.
Fig. 3.25 shows the layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7. A single cell is
highlighted by the dashed black box. The width of the cell is 1.5PP by
construction. The height of the cell is 3MP due to the Mint SAQP grid.
Therefor, a minimal cell height of 96 nm is reached.
An important side effect of this 3MP high cell is the grid walking that occurs for
different BL rows. This is important for the SL variability, which will now have
a systematic component between BL rows of different SAQP line populations.
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Figure 3.25: Layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7 at 3 MP high.
DRAM-style cell
Thanks to the tighter design rules mentioned above, the DRAM-style, which
height was dominated by FEOL and MOL rules, shrinks a lot in height. The
Mint SAQP grid however forces in the cell to grow to 4xMP in height.
Fig. 3.26 shows the layout of the DRAM-style cell in iN7. A single cell is
highlighted by the dashed black box. The width of the cell is 1PP by
construction. The height of the cell is 4MP due to the Mint SAQP grid.
Therefor, a minimal cell height of 128 nm is reached. The unused Mint track is
also shown.
With a 4xMP cell height, all SL’s can again be spacer defined. This also means
that the unused Mint track is spacer defined, but it is still most beneficial to do
this for the SL variability.
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Figure 3.26: Layout of the DRAM-style cell in iN7 at 4 MP high.
111 SRAM cell
Fig. 3.27 shows the layout of the 111 SRAM cell variant in the iN7 baseline.
The unit cells are indicated by the dashed black boxes. The 111 SRAM cell
is 2PP wide by construction. With a regular Mint grid, its height is 6MP or
192 nm. Two of the 6 Mint tracks can not be used as they can not be contacted
from the top nor the bottom. Note that the Mint pattern is repeating every
two cells and that there are some limited differences in SAQP line population.
It is however possible to have spacer defined lines for both BL connections, for
the VSS supply line connections and for the VDD supply line. Only the WL
connections would alternatively belong to the "mandrel-defined" or "gap-defined"
lines.
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Figure 3.27: Layout of the 111 SRAM cell in iN7 of 6MP high.
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Assessment
Table 3.5 lists the area of the different cell variants for the different technologies
considered.
For STT-MRAM in iN7 with regular Mint grid, the two-finger cell is still the
smallest, but the DRAM-style cell is now an equally small alternative. These
designs can be used to trade-off WL resistance for SL and BL resistance. The
dummy-poly cell suffers most from the SAQP grid snapping and is the largest.
In terms of SL variability, the two-finger cell and the DRAM-style cell can both
be constructed with all SL’s fully spacer defined. The dummy-poly cell has the
issue of grid walking, which will generate SL’s with widths of all three SAQP
line populations.
For SRAM in iN7 with regular Mint grid, the 111 cell is now 2.9x smaller than
the iN10 version. This is due to the improved FEOL and MOL design rules.
The 111 SRAM cell is now exactly 3x larger than the smallest two-finger and
DRAM-style STT-MRAM cells.
Despite many of the critical rules from iN10 being addressed in iN7 by using
different pattering schemes, these schemes bring new problems with them. A
solution is needed for SAQP grid snapping, as well as for the minimum area
problem of short metal strips.
3.4 Scaling boosters
For iN7, so-called scaling boosters are being investigated to create area scaling
without scaling the basic sizes and pitches. These scaling boosters tackle
problems in physical layouts by enabling special processing and integration
techniques. The minimum size of short vertical metal strips limits the scaling of
the STT-MRAM cells, which is further exacerbated due to SAQP grid snapping.
By allowing flexibility in SAQP, the grid can adapt to the size of these strips
and by introducing multi-level via’s, the strips can be avoided all together.
3.4.1 SAQP mandrel and spacer engineering
SAQP is typically used to create a regular pattern of lines, equal in width and
equal in spacing. It consist out of three steps which determine this, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.28: mandrel printing and two spacer deposition steps. When the spacer
deposition is tuned, it can be made possible to merge two spacers, which will
eliminate one line to be formed, ending up with a repeating pattern of 3 lines.
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When changing the width and/or the pitch of the mandrels, wider lines can be
created, resulting for instance in a repeating pattern of 2 lines. Combining both
approaches also gives the possibility to create a repeating pattern of 3 lines
where one is wider. All this allows to adapt the SAQP grids to the STT-MRAM
cell height and therefor avoids the overhead of snapping to the grid.
Figure 3.28: Illustration of possible methods to tune the SAQP grid for Mint
lines.
Two finger cell
The two finger cell was already at its theoretical minimum with a regular SAQP
grid. Its layout therefor remains the same as in Fig. 3.23.
Dummy poly cell
Thanks to the tighter design rules of iN7, the dummy-poly cell can now connect
both M0 lines at the transistor drains within the same track. The minimum
area constraint for the horizontal Mint strips however forces the use of tungsten.
Fig. 3.29 illustrates this issue. This in turn results in the need for SL straps
from Mint to a copper M2 to have sufficiently low SL resistance.
The dummy-poly cell is also limited by the minimum area of the vertical M1
strips. By adapting the SAQP mandrel width and pitch, a pattern of narrow
and wide lines is formed that matches the minimum cell height.
Fig. 3.30 shows the layout of the dummy-poly cell with its critical rules that
determine the cell height. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black box.
The width of the cell is 1.5 PP by construction. The critical rules that determine
the height of the cell are highlighted by the orange arrows. They are
• M1 T2T and
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Figure 3.29: Illustration of the problem with the horizontal Mint strips for the
dummy-poly cell in iN7.
• M1 copper minimum area.
In this way, a minimal cell height of 76 nm is again reached, which is a reduction
of 21%.
It is also important to note that the fin grid, which is also in SAQP, also needs
to be adapted to this height. This actually has been the case for most cells and
is also the common baseline. Since all fins are spacer 2 defined and they are
grouped per two at a pitch defined by spacer 1, it is only the mandrel width and
pitch which needs to be relaxed for these cells. Fig. 3.31 shows the fin and Mint
layers with their SAQP mandrel and spacer patterns. They are both aligned to
the cell height of 76 nm, which is highlighted by the dashed black box.
It is important to note that the SL’s are not spacer defined and belong to two
different populations of SAQP lines. The SL’s are however increased in nominal
width from 21nm to 33 nm, which will compensate the increased absolute
variability.
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Figure 3.30: Layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7 with SAQP tuning, with
critical rules highlighted.
DRAM-style cell
The DRAM-style cell is limited by the FEOL and MOL rules. It has however
the added difficulty that it needs a repeating pattern of 3 lines on the Mint
layer. Adapting the SAQP mandrel width and pitch is not enough to achieve
this, so spacer merging is required to further shrink the cell size.
Fig. 3.32 shows the layout of the DRAM-style cell with its critical rules that
determine the cell height. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black box.
The width of the cell is 1 PP by construction. The critical rules that determine
the height of the cell are highlighted by the orange arrows. They are two times
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
• (G) fin pitch and
• (B) M0 extension over fin.
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Figure 3.31: SAQP mandrel width and pitch tuning to align the fin and Mint
layers to the minimum cell height of the dummy-poly cell in iN7.
This is the same as it was in iN10, but thanks to the tighter design rules as
mentioned above, a minimal cell height of 114 nm is reached, which is a reduction
of 11%.
Fig. 3.33 shows the fin and Mint layers with their SAQP mandrel and spacer
patterns. They are both aligned to the cell height of 114 nm, which is highlighted
by the dashed black box. Note that the Mint layer is also using the spacer
merge technique in order to get a repeating pattern of 3 lines.
Also here the SL’s are not spacer defined, but they do all belong to the same
population of SAQP lines. By using the "mandrel"-defined lines, the variability
of these lines is still fairly well controlled. The SL’s are also increased in nominal
width from 21 nm to 28 nm, which will also compensate the slightly increased
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Figure 3.32: Layout of the DRAM-style cell in iN7 with SAQP tuning, with
critical rules highlighted.
absolute variability.
111 SRAM cell
Fig. 3.34 shows the layout of the 111 SRAM cell variant in iN7 with SAQP
engineering. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black box. The width of
the cell is 2 PP by construction. The critical rules that determine the height of
the cell are highlighted by the orange arrows. They are
• (H) gate T2T,
• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
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Figure 3.33: SAQP mandrel width and pitch tuning and spacer merging to
align the fin and Mint layers to the minimum cell height of the DRAM-style
cell in iN7.
• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (H) gate T2T,
• (K) gate extension over dummy fin,
• (C) fin width,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) fin width,
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• (K) gate extension over dummy fin,
• (H) gate T2T,
• (I) gate extension over fin,
• (C) fin width and
• (I) gate extension over fin.
In this way, a minimal cell height of 181 nm is reached, which is a reduction of
6% as compared to the iN7 baseline. By adapting the SAQP mandrel width
and pitch, a pattern of narrow and wide lines is formed that matches this limit.
The single wide line is used for the VDD supply line. Note that the Mint pattern
is now repeating every cell and that every complementary line is belonging to
the same SAQP population, which improves the variability.
Figure 3.34: Layout of the 111 SRAM cell in iN7 with SAQP engineering on
the left with critical FEOL rules highlighted on the right.
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Assessment
Table 3.5 lists the area of the different cell variants for the different technologies
considered.
For STT-MRAM in iN7 with SAQP mandrel and spacer engineering, the dummy-
poly cell is now the smallest together with the DRAM-style cell. These designs
can again be used to trade-off WL resistance for SL and BL resistance. The two
finger cell which was already at its theoretical limit and therefor does not benefit
from the scaling booster is now the largest. One important thing to note is that
the DRAM-style cell needs the extra scaling booster of spacer merging in order
to become the smallest. If spacer merging is not allowed, the DRAM-style cell
would grow to 4MP in height. In terms of SL variability, the two-finger cell still
has all the SL’s constructed with fully spacer defined lines. The dummy-poly
cell has the widest SL with the most variability and the DRAM-style cell is in
between, both in width and variability.
For SRAM in iN7 with SAQP mandrel and spacer engineering, the 111 cell is now
again at its FEOL limit. Also the variability of the Mint layer is optimized by
creating a pattern that is symmetric and repeats every cell. The 111 SRAM cell
is now 3.2x larger than the smallest dummy-poly and DRAM-style STT-MRAM
cells.
The dummy-poly cell and the DRAM-style cell have gotten significantly smaller,
thanks the improved extension and T2T rules due to the switch of patterning
scheme and the flexibility in SAQP. The biggest remaining issues now are the
short metal strips which are limiting the cells due to minimum area constraints.
3.4.2 Multi-level via
The core problem in the layouts of the STT-MRAM cells is the need to make
connections up to higher metal layers for integrating the MTJ. This causes
short metal strips on the Mint and M1 layers, that serve no other purpose than
connecting the access transistor straight up to the MTJ.
Multi-level via’s are created exactly to solve this issue. They are high aspect
ratio via’s that serve to connect a Mx layer with a Mx+2 layer. Fig. 3.35
illustrates this concept for two potential implementations. A "three-level" via
can be etched while processing the dual-damascene M2-V1 layers or a "two-level"
via can be etched while processing the dual-damascene M1-Vint layers. The
"two-level" via approach will be used for integrating the MTJ since the top of
this multi-level via is at the same layer as the M1 strips it will replace.
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Figure 3.35: Illustration of two potential implementations of a multi-level via.
Two finger cell
The two finger cell was already at its theoretical minimum. By replacing the
vertical M1 strips by a multi-level via, an alternative implementation appears.
This implementation has the advantage that a copper WL can now be integrated
in the vertical M1 layer.
Fig. 3.36 shows the layout of the two-finger cell with multi-level via’s. The
multi-level via is highlighted in a separate layer. A single cell is highlighted
by the dashed black box. The width of the cell is 2PP by construction. The
height of the cell is 2MP, so the theoretical minimal cell height of 64 nm is
again reached.
Also in this alternative implementation, all SL’s are spacer defined.
Dummy poly cell
The dummy-poly cell is limited by both the minimum area of the vertical M1
strips and the minimum area of the horizontal Mint strips. There are two
possible solutions to reach the theoretical minimum area.
Fig. 3.37 shows the layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7 when replacing only
the vertical M1 strips with multi-level via’s. This leaves the SL on both the
copper M2 layer and the tungsten Mint layer. The multi-level via is highlighted
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Figure 3.36: Layout of the two-finger cell in iN7 with multi-level via’s at 2 MP
high.
in a separate layer. A single cell is highlighted by the dashed black box. The
width of the cell is 1.5 PP by construction. The height of the cell is 2MP, so the
theoretical minimal cell height of 64 nm is reached, which is a reduction of 33%
compared to the baseline iN7 and 16% compared to the flexible SAQP grid.
There is also a second path of rules which are critical for the height of the cell.
They are again highlighted by the orange arrows. They are
• (A) M0 T2T,
• (B) M0 extension over fin,
• (C) half of the fin width,
• (G) half of the fin pitch,
• (D) half of M1 minimum spacing,
• (E) M1 minimum width and
• (F) M0 extension V0/Mint (not shown, equal to zero).
Fig. 3.38 shows the layout of the dummy-poly cell when replacing both the
vertical M1 and horizontal Mint strips with multi-level via’s. This allows for
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Figure 3.37: Layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7 when using one level of
multi-level via’s, with critical rules highlighted.
the use of a copper SL on the Mint layer at the cost of an extra multi-level via
layer. The two multi-level via’s are on top of each other and are highlighted in
a separate layer. Note that the horizontal Mint strips are gone from the layout
as they are replaced with the multi-level via. A single cell is highlighted by
the dashed black box. The width of the cell is 1.5PP by construction. The
height of the cell is 2MP, so the theoretical minimal cell height of 64 nm is
again reached. There is again the same second path of rules which are critical
for the height of the cell. They are highlighted by the orange arrows.
In both these implementations, all SL’s can be spacer defined as with the two-
finger cell. Note for the first version with the tungsten SL that it is important
to make the BL on M2 spacer defined and not the SL. The effect of the higher
variability of the copper M2 SL will be reduced by the stitched tungsten SL on
Mint.
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Figure 3.38: Layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7 when using two levels of
multi-level via’s, with critical rules highlighted.
DRAM-style cell
The DRAM-style cell was not limited by the vertical M1 strips, but by the
FEOL and MOL rules. It has no benefit from the multi-level via, so its layout
and size remain the same. It also can not benefit from the multi-level via’s to
route copper WL’s in the vertical M1 layer.
111 SRAM cell
The 111 SRAM cell was not limited by metal strips, but by the FEOL and
MOL rules. It has no benefit from the multi-level via, so its layout and size
remain the same.
Assessment
Table 3.5 lists the area of the different cell variants for the different technologies
considered.
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For STT-MRAM in iN7 with multi-level via’s, the dummy-poly cell is now the
only smallest cell. The two finger cell is the biggest and the DRAM-style cell is
also the biggest or in between, depending if the multi-level via’s are combined
with a regular or flexible SAQP grid. In terms of SL variability, the two-finger
cell and the dummy-poly cell have all the SL’s constructed with fully spacer
defined lines. The DRAM-style cell will also have fully spacer defined lines
when using a regular SAQP grid and a wider line with increased variability
when using a flexible SAQP grid.
For SRAM in iN7 the multi-level via’s have no benefit for the area. Depending
on the combination with SAQP engineering or not, the 111 SRAM cell is now
respectively 3.8x or exactly 4x larger than the smallest dummy-poly STT-MRAM
cell.
The dummy-poly cell with multi-level via’s is also the smallest overall cell for
the iN7 variations and is more than 3x smaller than the smallest iN10 cell.
Thanks to the SAQP mandrel and spacer engineering and especially the novel
introduction of multi-level via’s in the process flow, large area gains can be
reached in STT-MRAM cells.
3.5 The third dimension
This entire chapter so far has been under the assumption that the MTJ stack
can be integrated in the height of a via. Whereas for iN10, with a via height
of 48 nm, this should be straightforward to attain, it will be far more difficult
for iN7, with a via height of only 24 nm. A further investigation in this PhD
research considered the challenges of integrating the MTJ in these small height
metal layers and the proposed multi-level via’s are shown to provide the solution
in this section.
3.5.1 MTJ integration
MTJ’s are typically integrated in the BEOL stack in a few steps. Starting from
a metal layer, a bottom electrode is patterned and smoothened. This smooth
surface is important for the quality of the complex thin film stack which will be
deposited next. After printing and etching the MTJ pillars, they need to be
connected from the top as well. Depending on the height of the total MTJ stack
(bottom electrode, thin film stack and remaining hard mask or top electrode)
this connection is made by a partial via or directly by a metal.
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Fig. 3.39 illustrates this for iN10 integration. The MTJ is integrated on top of
the vertical M2 and contacted from the top by the BL in the horizontal M3
layer.
Figure 3.39: Typically MTJ integration within the via height.
If the total MTJ stack does not fit in the via height, integration problems arise.
Again starting for a metal layer, the MTJ’s need to be processed first, since
they require a smooth surface without topography for the thin film deposition.
After the MTJ’s are constructed, the via and metal layer at the same level
are processed. This process ends with a copper fill and Chemical Mechanical
Polishing (CMP) step. This is a wafer wide step, so it will also affect the region
where the MTJ’s are located. This already prevents the MTJ stack height to
be higher than the via and metal height combined, since it would be polished
away. Moreover, since copper is hard to polish, this CMP step is very strong
and will cause a dishing effect in "softer" areas where there are no copper lines.
Fig. 3.40 illustrates these effects for iN7 integration. Note that the MTJ is
integrated one level lower as compared to before, in order to be contacted from
the top by a horizontal M2. The MTJ is integrated on top of the horizontal
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Mint and contacted from the top by the BL in the horizontal M2 layer, thereby
skipping the M1 layer.
Figure 3.40: MTJ integration problems with MTJ stacks higher than the via
height.
The solution is to provide copper lines in between the MTJ’s that will locally
stop the CMP step from destroying the MTJ’s. In some cell designs, this is not
an issue, as illustrated by the two-finger cell design in Fig. 3.41. There is room
to insert a vertical WL in every cell without increasing the area. Note again
that the MTJ is now integrated on top of the Mint layer.
Denser cells, like the dummy-poly cell, will not have enough room to insert
extra lines without increasing the area. These lines would limit the room for
the MTJ which is now at the same layer.
3.5.2 Multi-level via to the rescue
Multi-level via’s can solve the integration problem. After processing the MTJ’s,
the multi-level via printing and etch steps are added before or after the via and
metal printing and etch steps. The multi-level via has the same height as the
via and metal layers combined. Then the copper fill and CMP steps are done,
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Figure 3.41: Layout of the two-finger cell in iN7 with high MTJ stack using M1
lines to protect the MTJ’s from the M1 CMP step.
where the multi-level via’s in between the MTJ’s protect them from the copper
CMP.
Fig. 3.42 shows the combination of multi-level via’s and MTJ integration for
iN7. The multi-level via’s are drawn "behind" the MTJ’s since they are not in
the same metal track. Fig. 3.43 also illustrates this.
Figure 3.42: MTJ integration with high MTJ stack and multi-level via’s.
The multi-level via’s bring the added advantage of increased density. They
occupy less room at the same layer than the alternative metal strips. The
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dummy-poly cell can then again be as small as shown before in Fig. 3.37 and
Fig. 3.38.
Fig. 3.43 shows the layout of the dummy-poly cell with a high MTJ stack and
the multi-level via’s. Fig. 3.44 shows the 3D view. Six gate lines are shown
of which one is active and highlighted. Half of the shared dummy-poly is also
highlighted. Again two BL/SL combinations are shown. The MTJ is now
integrated on top of Mint and protected from the M1 CMP by the multi-level
via’s.
Figure 3.43: Layout of the dummy-poly cell in iN7 with high MTJ stack using
multi-level via’s to protect the MTJ’s from the M1 CMP step.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, it has been shown that in technologies from iN10 and beyond,
it is imperative to take into account all embedded memories, including STT-
MRAM, as a benchmark for designing the process flow. The detailed analysis
of different cell variants performed in this PhD research has shown that STT-
MRAM cells will be impacted significantly by the patterning options and scaling
boosters Gains of up to 25% can be reached by introducing multi-level via’s
and/or SAQP mandrel and spacer engineering, whereas this has no or little
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Figure 3.44: 3D view of the dummy-poly cell with high MTJ stack and multi-
level via’s.
impact on SRAM cells. Especially the novel introduction of multi-level via’s
into the process flow will provide a significant cell size reduction and will allow
the integration of MTJ’s in low height metal layers which is equally imperative
for continued scaling of STT-MRAM cells.

Chapter 4
Cell design for high density
caches
This first chapter of two on new cell designs targets higher density caches. The
focus on density results in minimum width biasing lines which show increased
resistance in advanced nodes.
During this PhD research, the line resistance in high density caches is
investigated together with its effect on the cell operation. A novel cell design
with a Partial Source Line Plane (PSLP) is introduced in this PhD research.
The improved resistance-area trade-off and the positive effects of the lower line
resistance on the cell operation are presented in this chapter.
Section 4.1 shows the baseline STT-MRAM cell and the issue of increased line
resistance in iN10. Section 4.2 introduces the novel cell with a Partial Source
Line Plane, its operation and layout. Section 4.3 shows the improved electrical
performance of the cell with PSLP thanks to the improved trade-off between
area and SL resistance.
4.1 Baseline STT-MRAM cell
For embedded SRAM replacement in iN10, the two-finger cell design is
considered as the baseline cell. It was shown in section 3.3 to be the smallest cell
variant and is also used in other work in literature [16][33][3]. For conciseness,
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the schematics will represent this two finger access transistor as a single device.
All layouts and simulations are however done with this two finger cell design.
Fig. 2.4 illustrated the write operation of the baseline cell. It is important to
note that all cells controlled by the same WL are biased independently by their
own SL and BL, enabling a fully parallel write operation.
Fig. 2.5 illustrated the discharging read operation of the baseline cell. Again
it is important to note that all cells controlled by the same WL can discharge
their own BL, enabling a fully parallel read operation.
Fig. 3.16 illustrated the physical layout of the baseline cell. The size was 128 nm
wide by 102 nm high.
4.1.1 Line resistance
In STT-MRAM cells, the resistance of the lines is important for multiple reasons.
The first obvious reason is the direct increase in series resistance, which affects
both the read and the write operation. For writing, this reduces the overall
current the cell can drive. For reading, this causes the overall resistance ratio
to drop, reducing the voltage signal. The second reason is the decrease of the
gate-to-source voltage due to the line resistance, which limits the transistor
performance and further increases the total undesired resistance. The final
reason is the address dependency which needs to be taken into account when
designing the peripheral circuits.
For assessing the impact of the series resistance on STT-MRAM operation
in deeply scaled nodes, the iN10 PDK is used. The basic sizes and pitches
of the technology were summarized in Table 3.1 in chapter 3. The minimum
metal width of 24 nm is important for the line resistance. Next to the typical
scaling of width and thickness of the copper layers, barriers further reduce the
cross-section of the actual copper. Moreover, at these small sizes, the resistivity
of copper degrades compared to bulk copper as shown in Fig. 4.1 (reproduced
from [1]). This results in high parasitic resistances as also shown in [22].
4.1.2 Cell layout for reduced SL resistance
In the minimal cell height of the baseline cell of 102 nm there is room to widen
the SL from 24nm to 30 nm without increasing the area. Fig. 4.2 shows this
adapted physical layout where the added width of the SL is indicated by the
narrow light purple line.
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Figure 4.1: Copper resistivity as reproduced from [1]. The increase of resistivity
at small widths leads to high resistance increase.
Figure 4.2: Layout of the two-finger cell in iN10 with increased SL width
highlighted.
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The critical rules that now determine the height of the cell are highlighted by
the orange arrows. They are
• (D) M1 minimum spacing,
• (X) SL width
• (D) M1 minimum spacing and
• (E) M1 minimum width
Increasing the SL width beyond 30 nm with 1 nm will increase the cell height
with 1 nm.
The BL on the other hand can be increased in width to cover the entire height
of the cell minus the metal spacing. The BL resistance is therefore not a big
issue in these designs.
4.2 Cell with partial source line plane
In order to decrease the SL resistance further, without increasing the area of
the array, a novel cell design with a PSLP is proposed in this PhD research.
4.2.1 Cell design and operation
Fig. 4.3 shows the cell design with a PSLP connecting the transistor sources
of MBL rows together. By sharing a single SL among MBL rows, the area of
the cell could ideally be reduced down to (M+1)/M times the metal pitch, as
compared to twice the metal pitch for the baseline cell. It is then possible to
reduce the SL resistance without increasing the overall area as compared to the
baseline cell.
Unlike in the baseline architecture, where each cell can be individually controlled
for both read and write, only 1-out-of-M cell connected to a WL is operated
on at the same time. This means that there will always be cells of M different
words on the same WL and the correct memory word needs to be selected by
both the WL and the correct BL. The multiplexing of local BL’s in a shared
global BL is however common practice in sub-array design [16]. The 1-out-of-M
operation does limit the amount of BL rows that can be grouped together with
a PSLP, but most of the potential gains are already reached for small M (see
section 4.3.1).
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Figure 4.3: Circuit of the cell design with a PSLP in bold.
Table 4.1: Operating voltages for the read and write operations of the PSLP-
based cell.
Operation VBL,sel VBL,non VPSLP VWL
Discharge based read PRE = High Low Low High
P2AP write High Low Low High
AP2P write Low High High High
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the 1-out-of-M operation for write, Fig. 4.5 for read. The
voltage on the PSLP and on the BL of the selected cell are set, based on the
operation to be performed on the selected cell. The non-selected cells on the
same WL are deselected by setting their BL to the same potential as that of
the PSLP.
Table 4.1 summarizes the operating voltages from Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. VBL,sel is
the voltage for the selected BL, while VBL,non is the voltage for the non-selected
BL’s. For iN10, the "High" value is the logic supply voltage of 0.7V and the
"Low" value is the ground potential of 0.0V.
The extreme versions of this approach, either a full SL plane or a SL parallel
to the WL, can not operate in this matter. The different bias voltages for
the P2AP and AP2P switch will cause either a two phase write scheme or the
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Figure 4.4: Write operation of a PSLP-based cell with bias voltages for switching
a)P2AP and b)AP2P.
need for a negative bias voltage [33]. The dual write scheme causes a write
performance penalty and the negative bias voltage causes the need for unwanted
charge pumps [6]. The SL parallel to the WL topology with the dual write
scheme has the added problem that it carries all current of all selected cells,
causing problems with high IR-drop and electro-migration (EM).
4.2.2 Cell layout
The cell design with the PSLP does not change the width of the cells. The
width is still fixed to twice the poly pitch (128 nm, because the two-finger
transistor cell design is still used. A first lower bound for the average cell
height is given by (M+1)/M times the metal pitch. For M=4, this bound is
60 nm (5/4 times 48 nm), 37.5% smaller than the 96 nm (2 times 48 nm) of the
ideal baseline layout. This minimal area however cannot be achieved due to
processing constraints.
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Figure 4.5: Discharge based read operation of a PSLP-based cell.
Fig. 4.6 illustrates the 3D view of the new cell design. Six gate lines are shown
of which two are active and highlighted. Also two BL/PSLP combinations are
shown. All the cells sharing one PSLP are highlighted.
Fig. 4.7 illustrates the layout of the new cell design with its critical rules that
determine the cell height. Two cells are highlighted by the dashed black boxes.
The bottom one is a cell that is bordering a SL, while the top one is not. The
PSLP with its SL and the connection to the MTJ and the BL are labeled in the
figure. The sources of the access transistors are connected with the long vertical
local interconnect metal layer 0 (M0) lines. The SL itself runs horizontally over
the middle of this local interconnect on metal layer 1 (M1). This gives rise to a
fishbone-shaped connection scheme. The BL runs horizontally on M3 on top of
the MTJ’s, filling the height of the cell minus the metal spacing.
The width of the cell is 2 PP by construction. The critical rules that determine
the height of the cell are highlighted by the orange arrows. For the top cell not
bordering the SL, they are
• (A) half of M0 T2T,
• (F) M0 extension V0/M1,
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Figure 4.6: 3D view of the PSLP-based two finger cell.
• (E) M1 minimum width,
• (F) M0 extension V0/M1 and
• (A) half of M0 T2T.
In this way, a minimal cell height equal to 86 nm is reached. For the bottom
cell bordering the SL, they are
• (A) half of M0 T2T,
• (F) M0 extension V0/M1,
• (E) M1 minimum width,
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Figure 4.7: Layout of the PSLP-based two finger cell in iN10 with critical rules
highlighted.
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• (D) M1 minimum spacing and
• (E) half of M1 minimum width.
In this way, a minimal cell height equal to 91 nm is reached.
This gives an average cell height equal to 88.5 nm for M=4. Even when a SL of
minimal width is used, this SL width affects the cell height. Widening it with
1 nm will however only increase the average cell height with 0.25 nm, since it is
shared among 4 cells.
4.3 Electrical assessment
The biggest advantage of the novel cell with PSLP is the improved trade-off
between area and SL resistance. The area can be reduced at the same SL
resistance or the SL resistance can be reduced at the same area. Section 4.3.1
shows this trade-off. Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 show the gains in performance and
energy consumption for PSLP-based cells with the same area footprint as the
baseline cell. They highlight the benefits of a decreased SL resistance.
Simulations were performed with a variety of MTJ parameters. The relative
gains that are presented in these sections are consistent for the parameter ranges
mentioned in section 2.3. The graphs that are shown are for a TMR of 150%
and a RA product of 5Ωµm2. Three PSLP-based cells have been simulated: M
equal to 1 (baseline cell), 2 and 4. This is done for arrays with 32, 64, 128, 256
and 512 cells per BL.
4.3.1 Source line resistance versus area
Fig. 4.8 summarizes the minimal cell area for various SL topologies with multiple
options. Starting from SL parallel to BL over PSLP with M = [2,4,8,16] to SL
parallel to WL. The first group is based on layouts which take into account the
design rules and the second group is the estimation based solely on the pitches.
There are two important observations to be made from this figure. First of
all it is clear that simple pitch based estimates are insufficient at these small
nodes. Design rules that take into account the process constraints mentioned
in chapter 3 are dominating the size. The second observation is that most of
the area gain is already obtained by sharing a SL among 2 or 4 BL rows. This
further justifies the 1-out-of-M operation mode, which is best suited for smallM.
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Figure 4.8: Minimum cell area for various SL topologies.
Fig. 4.9 shows the SL resistance for the cell located at the end of the SL, taking
into account the end piece of the fish bone. This is done for an array of 256
cells per BL and plotted in function of the cell area as compared to the smallest
baseline cell (M=1). The markers indicate the cells that have been used for
further simulations.
The figure illustrates two of the key benefits of the PSLP. First comparing cells
with the same source line resistance, an area gain is reached of 7% (M=2),
11% (M=4) and 14% (M=8) out of a maximum of 16% for SL parallel to WL.
For the same area as the smallest baseline cell, The SL resistance is reduced
by a factor 2.4 (M=2), 4.6 (M=4) and 5 (M=8). The absolute resistance gain
by going from M=4 to M=8 is very small (as the end piece of the fish bone
becomes longer), so the design with M=8 is not used in further simulations.
The energy and performance gains that go with this resistance reduction are
shown in the next sections.
The BL width only depends on the cell height, not on the cell design. The
smaller cells will have a higher BL resistance, but this resistance is still far
smaller than the SL resistance. For the same area, all cell designs will have the
same BL resistance.
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Figure 4.9: SL resistance versus cell area.
4.3.2 Write performance and energy consumption
Fig. 4.10 shows the simulated write delay. The reported delay is the slowest of
the P2AP and AP2P switches, reaching 90% of the final desired state. The
write delay is determined by the slowest cell at the end of the SL’s and BL’s,
where the parasitic BEOL resistance has the biggest effect limiting the current
through the cell. For a PSLP with M=4, the delay is decreased by 12%, 23%
and 47% for array sizes of 128, 256 and 512 respectively. This is due to the
higher current that the cell with the lowest resistance can drive.
Fig. 4.11 shows the simulated average write energy. The reported energy
consumption is the combination of a P2AP and AP2P switch. It is averaged
over all the cells on a BL, while using the same WL pulse duration for all
addresses. For a PSLP with M=4, the average write energy is decreased by
7%, 15% and 35% for array sizes of 128, 256 and 512 respectively. This is
due to the faster switching of the MTJ, which is more energy efficient in these
operating ranges.
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Figure 4.10: Write delay for PSLP-based cells for different array sizes.
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Figure 4.11: Average write energy for PSLP-based cells for different array sizes.
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4.3.3 Read performance and voltage difference
A read scheme is used where the BL is first pre-charged and then discharged
by the selected cell. Two metrics are investigated in order to analyze read
performance and voltage difference.
In order to assess read performance, the time is considered that it takes for cells
with both possible states to reach a 100mV BL voltage difference. Fig. 4.12
shows the simulated delay. The delay increases with BL capacitance, which
scales linearly with the number of cells per BL. For a PSLP with M=4, the
delay is decreased by 10%, 18% and 33% for array sizes of 128, 256 and 512
respectively. This is due to the faster discharging and larger overall resistance
ratio with lower series resistance.
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Figure 4.12: Delay to BL voltage difference of 100mV for PSLP-based cells for
different array sizes.
In order to assess the read voltage difference, the maximum difference in BL
voltage during discharging is considered, between cells with both possible states.
Fig. 4.13 shows the simulated read voltage difference. For a PSLP with M=4,
the maximum voltage difference is increased by 4%, 7% and 13% for array
sizes of 128, 256 and 512 respectively. This is due to the larger overall resistance
ratio with lower series resistance.
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Figure 4.13: Maximum read voltage difference for PSLP-based cells for different
array sizes.
4.4 Conclusion
The series resistance of STT-MRAM cells has become very important in deeply
scaled nodes. In particular the SL resistance has been uncovered in this PhD
research as a major factor, because its width is critical for cell area, which
is especially important when targeting high density caches. The novel PSLP-
based cell design provides a better trade-off between series resistance and area
by sharing a single SL among multiple BL rows. A detailed layout in iN10
performed in this PhD research has shown that most of the area gain can be
reached by using a partial source line plane shared among just 4 BL rows. In
this way, an area reduction of 11% is reached at the same SL resistance as
the baseline cell. Alternatively, at the same area of the baseline cell, the SL
resistance is reduced by more than a factor of 4, resulting in a performance gain
and a reduction of energy consumption. Simulations performed in this PhD
research with arrays of 128, 256 and 512 cells per bit line have shown a 7 to
35% reduction of write energy consumption, a 12 to 47% reduction of write
delay, an 10 to 33% reduction of delay for a read voltage difference of 100mV
and a 4 to 13% increase of maximum read voltage difference.

Chapter 5
Cell design for high
performance caches
This second chapter of two on new cell designs targets higher performance
caches. The focus on performance results in the use of complementary cells at
the cost of larger area.
During this PhD research, complementary cells for high performance caches
were investigated. After an evaluation of their strengths and weaknesses, a novel
3 Transistors 2 MTJ’s (3T 2MTJ) cell design with ground grid, the 3TGG cell
design, has been conceived during this PhD research. The introduction of the
ground grid and a novel cell operation, which make the 3T2MTJ cell smaller,
faster and more energy efficient than the state-of-the-art complementary cells,
are presented in this chapter.
Section 5.1 presents the state-of-the-art complementary cell designs in STT-
MRAM and highlights their remaining challenges. Section 5.2 introduces the
3TGG cell design, together with its benefits over other complementary cell
designs. Section 5.3 compares the improved cell with the state-of-the-art in area,
performance and energy-efficiency.
5.1 Complementary cell designs
STT-MRAM suffers from the low resistance difference between the bi-stable
states of the MTJ. Variability on MTJ resistance and access transistors makes
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reliable read-out even more challenging. The approach in state-of-the-art to
improve STT-MRAM for lower level embedded caches at the cell level has been
straightforward: add more devices to overcome the shortcomings of the most
basic 1T 1MTJ cell.
5.1.1 What’s wrong with just one?
For STT-MRAM, the main source of variation is the resistance of the MTJ.
Figure 5.1: Normal distributions of RP and RAP with relevant parameters for
assessing sense margin.
Analyzing Fig. 5.1 gives a way to characterize the required process control
needed for readability of the cell. In order to have sufficient sense margin across
an entire memory, the largest RP value needs to be smaller than the reference
value and the smallest RAP value needs to be bigger than the reference value.
Assuming a yield target of 6σ, this means that Eq. (5.1) needs to hold for cells
with a single MTJ storing the data.
∆RP + ∆RAP > 6σRP + 6σRAP (5.1)
Assuming that σRPµRP is equal to
σRAP
µRAP
, gives Eq. (5.2).
σRP
µRP
<
TMR
6(TMR+ 2) (5.2)
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Fig. 5.2 shows the above Eq. 5.2 for a typical TMR range. It shows the upper
limit on resistance variation allowed for readability for 1MTJ per cell with or
without series resistance variation taken into account. Series resistance variation
is specified in percentage for the ratio σRseriesσRP .
Figure 5.2: Upper limit on resistance variation allowed for readability for 1
MTJ per cell
It is also important to take into account the variation of the series resistance,
caused by the access transistor and the biasing lines. This changes Eq. 5.1 into
Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.4.
∆RP + ∆RAP > 6
√
σ2RP + σ
2
Rseries
+ 6
√
σ2RAP + σ
2
Rseries
(5.3)
σRP
µRP
<
TMR
6
√
1 +
σ2
Rseries
σ2
RP
+ 6
√
(TMR+ 1)2 +
σ2
Rseries
σ2
RP
(5.4)
Fig. 5.2 also shows Eq. 5.4 for three ratios of σRseriesσRP . When the variation of
the series resistance is of the same order as the RP variation, there is a clear
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need for extra process control of the MTJ. Reducing the series resistance or
its impact on the cell operation, will shift the performance closer to the ideal
curve.
5.1.2 Adding a second MTJ and transistor
Innovations at the cell level to alleviate the readability problem in embedded
caches mostly consist of using complementary cells [16][9][18]. The resistance
difference for reading is increased by comparing two MTJ’s, one in the P-state
and one in the AP-state, instead of comparing a single MTJ with a reference
in between both states. For cells with two independent complementary MTJ’s
storing the data, Eq. (5.5) applies.
∆R > 6
√
σ2RP + σ
2
RAP
(5.5)
Again assuming that σRPµRP is equal to
σRAP
µRAP
, gives Eq. (5.6).
σRP
µRP
<
TMR
6
√
TMR2 + 2TMR+ 2
(5.6)
Fig. 5.3 shows the above equation for a typical TMR range. It shows the upper
limit on resistance variation allowed for readability for 2MTJ’s per cell with or
without series resistance variation taken into account. Series resistance variation
is specified in percentage for the ratio σRseriesσRP .
The use of complementary cells clearly alleviates the readability requirements
on process control and/or TMR value. For a given process control, a lower
TMR value is required. Alternatively for a given TMR value, a lower amount of
process control is required. The importance of taking into account the variation
of the series resistance still remains.
The simplest and most straightforward implementation of a complementary cell
is the 2 Transistors 2 MTJ’s (2T 2MTJ) cell and has been used in [16]. The cell
is composed of two separate dual Bit Line cells operated in a complementary
manner. This dual BL cell is the baseline 1T 1MTJ cell and has a theoretical
area of 16FF’, with F being half the metal pitch and F’ being half the gate
pitch. Fig. 5.4 shows the circuit of this cell design and its independent write
operation of both complementary 1T 1MTJ cells.
Table 5.1 summarizes the operating voltages from Fig. 5.4 for both the read and
write operations. For iN10, the "High" value is the logic supply voltage of 0.7V
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Figure 5.3: Upper limit on resistance variation allowed for readability for 2
MTJ’s per cell.
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Figure 5.4: a) Circuit of a 2T 2MTJ cell and b) its independent write operation.
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Table 5.1: Operating voltages for the read and write operations of the 2T 2MTJ
cell.
Operation VBL VBL,bar VSL VSL,bar VWL
Low voltage read VR VR Low Low High
Discharge based read PRE = High PRE = High Low Low High
Logic 1 write High Low Low High High
Logic 0 write Low High High Low High
and the "Low" value is the ground potential of 0.0V. The read voltage VR for
the low voltage read is set at 0.1V.
When writing, the 2T 2MTJ cell does not differentiate between the AP2P and
P2AP switch. Assuming the cell is biased with the logic supply voltage for both
switches, the AP2P switch, which has a lower required switching current, will
be over-dimensioned and will consume more energy than needed for its proper
function.
When reading, the 2T 2MTJ cell is benefiting from local referencing, significantly
reducing the impact of global variations. Local variations and transistor
mismatch are not addressed.
The downsides of this cell type are that:
• it doubles the area from 16FF’ to 32FF’,
• it doubles the write energy consumption,
• and it does not solve the problem of local variation and transistor
mismatch.
In this way the benefits over SRAM in reduced area and energy consumption
are fading. It is however only a first “brute force" design without taking into
account the nature of the complementary operation.
Other cells which add only extra MTJ’s have been suggested in [7] and [8].
The 1 Transistor 2 MTJ’s (1T 2MTJ) cell from [7] is interesting as a single cell
concept, but suffers from sneak current paths when put in an array configuration
as shown also in [19]. The multi-level cell from [8] is not a complementary cell,
but is also proposed to average out the variation by putting multiple MTJ’s in
series. In advanced nodes, this series connection will cause a significant area
penalty or a costly extra MTJ layer. Moreover, the switching of these serially
connected MTJ’s becomes more difficult with voltage headroom getting smaller
in advanced nodes. Finally, a special 2T 2MTJ static gain cell is proposed in
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[24]. With its two phase read operation, it is not that interesting for fast caches.
In advanced nodes, this cell also suffers from a larger area due to the gate
contact in the cell and the many biasing lines. Moreover, it will suffer from
voltage drop on the biasing lines which are shared by all active cells. These
cells are not explored further due to the operation issues in advanced nodes.
5.1.3 Adding a third transistor
In a second design as proposed in [9], the authors do take into account the
complementary operation of the cell. A third transistor is added that creates a
serial write path through both MTJ’s. The SL is shared, since it is only used
for reading and thus biased at the same potential. Fig. 5.5 shows the circuit of
this cell design and its write operation.
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Figure 5.5: a) Circuit of a 3T sSL cell and b) its serial write operation.
Table 5.2 summarizes the operating voltages from Fig. 5.5 for both the read and
write operations. For iN10, the "High" value is the logic supply voltage of 0.7V
and the "Low" value is the ground potential of 0.0V. The read voltage VR for
the low voltage read is set at 0.1V.
The writing of the 3T 2MTJ cell with a shared SL (3T sSL), takes advantage of
the complementary nature of the cell by performing a serial write through both
MTJ’s. This, in an attempt to lower the write energy consumption. Although
being an interesting concept, this serial write causes problems with voltage
headroom, as mentioned in [9]. The serial write also does not differentiate
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Table 5.2: Operating voltages for the read and write operations of the 3T sSL
cell.
Operation VBL VBL,bar VSL VRWL VWWL
Low voltage read VR VR Low High Low
Discharge based read PRE = High PRE = High Low High Low
Logic 1 write High Low Low Low High
Logic 0 write Low High Low Low High
between both switches, sending an equal amount of current through both
MTJ’s.
For reading, the design takes advantage of a shared SL, which removes the
impact of SL resistance variation. However, this cell does still suffer from local
transistor variation and mismatch.
The downsides of this cell type are that:
• the area is even bigger at 36FF’ (3x gate pitch by 3x metal pitch),
• the serial write causes problems with voltage headroom,
• and it does not solve the problem of local transistor variation and
mismatch.
5.1.4 Adding even more transistors
There have been even bigger 4 Transistors 2 MTJ’s (4T 2MTJ) cells proposed
in [9] and [18].
Fig. 5.6 shows the 4T2MTJ cell design as proposed in [9] for lower voltage
operation. By putting both MTJ’s in parallel between the BL’s, they will
compete for write current. When the easier AP2P switch occurs first, this
parallel path transitions to the low resistive state. This will diverge much
needed current from the more difficult P2AP switch, causing the switching time
and energy consumption to rise.
Fig. 5.6 also shows the 4T2MTJ SRAM-“like" cell design as proposed in [18].
This cell suffers from even more area increase due to the multiple gate contacts
needed for every cell. It also uses a two-phase write operation, causing extra
write delay.
These bigger cells with four transistors are not explored further due to the
large area penalty and operation issues. Remember that the main advantage of
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Figure 5.6: Circuits of two 4T2MTJ cells as in a) [9] and b) [18].
STT-MRAM over SRAM for embedded caches is the area reduction it brings
to this ever growing part of state-of-the-art chips.
5.2 Improved 3T 2MTJ cell design with ground
grid
The 3T sSL discussed in the previous section showed some interesting properties
that are exploited further.
5.2.1 Adding the ground grid: more is less
In the operation of the 3T sSL, the shared SL is only used for reading and
always biased at the same voltage as shown in Table 5.2. Therefor this shared
SL is replaced by a ground grid.
Fig. 5.7 shows the improved array configuration of the 3T 2MTJ cell design with
ground grid (3TGG). All the shared SL’s can be connected together, forming a
low resistive grid. This low resistive grid has multiple advantages.
Most importantly, the grid structure enables the removal of the local SL running
in parallel with the local BL’s. Since the entire array can be connected in a grid
arrangement, the local SL’s can run orthogonal to the local BL’s, effectively
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Figure 5.7: Array configuration of a) the 3T sSL cell as in [9] and b) the novel
3TGG cell as in this work.
eliminating the area impact of the SL’s. The area of the 3TGG cell is therefore
reduced to 24FF’ (3x gate pitch by 2x metal pitch), which is 1.5 x smaller than
the one with a shared SL. Thereby the cell mimics the layout of two 1T 1MTJ
common SL cells as in [33], without the need for two-phased write or a negative
write voltage.
Secondly, this grid can be permanently biased at ground potential eliminating
the need for SL drivers, resulting in an extra area and resistance decrease at
architecture level.
Finally, the access transistors will always have their sources biased at ground
potential through a very low resistive grid. This eliminates the source
degeneration effect that occurs in STT-MRAM, both due to the biasing lines
and the reversed bias operation for writing.
Note also in Fig. 5.7 that the 3TGG cell only needs a single WL signal compared
to a separate read WL (RWL) and write WL (WWL). The read and write
operations that will be discussed next, will clarify this further.
5.2.2 Improving the write operation: using what is already
there
The other major problem with the operation of the 3T sSL cell is the serial
write operation. Although it is very beneficial for very low resistive MTJ’s, it
causes problems with voltage headroom for typical resistance values [9]. In this
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Table 5.3: Operating voltages for the read and write operations of the 3TGG
cell.
Operation VBL VBL,bar VGG VWL
Low voltage read VR VR Low High
Discharge based read PRE = High PRE = High Low High
Logic 1 write High Low Low High
Logic 0 write Low High Low High
PhD research, the write operation has been improved dramatically by using all
three transistors of the cell.
Fig. 5.8 shows the boosted write operation. The P2AP switch is boosted by
using all three transistors for the write operation. All current through the cell
flows through this MTJ. As compared to Fig. 5.4 b) and Fig. 5.5 b), this current
will always be higher than in both other cells, since it has the most parallel
current paths with the lowest overall resistance. The energy-efficient serial write
mechanism is reused for the AP2P switch.
Table 5.3 summarizes the operating voltages from Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.13 for both
the read and write operations. For iN10, the "High" value is the logic supply
voltage of 0.7V and the "Low" value is the ground potential of 0.0V. The read
voltage VR for the low voltage read is set at 0.1V.
The different techniques and effects in the boosted write operation are explained
in the following sections and illustrated in Fig. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. These figures
are put on the same time scale in order to compare the effects properly.
P2AP switch and boosting effect
Fig. 5.9 illustrates the boosting effect. It shows the P2AP write currents of the
three cells from Fig. 5.4 b), Fig. 5.5 b) and Fig. 5.8 during a switching event.
The dotted lines indicate the time at which the P2AP switch is 90% complete.
The P2AP write current for the boosted write of the 3TGG cell is clearly far
higher than that of the other cells.
The 3TGG cell with boosted write in dashed green has the highest P2AP write
current. This results in a faster P2AP write operation, as can be seen from the
dotted lines which indicate the P2AP switch. Note that there is a small increase
in P2AP write current as the other MTJ starts to switch to the P-state. Also
note the bigger increase in P2AP write current in the 3T sSL cell with serial
write in dash-dotted red as the other MTJ switches to the P-state. This also
aids in the P2AP switching, but the current is still far lower and thus the P2AP
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Figure 5.8: Write operation of the 3TGG cell with boosted P2AP switch.
switching is far slower. The 2T 2MTJ cell in solid black shows no such change
in the P2AP write current, as it is independent of the other MTJ switching and
behaves the same as a 1T 1MTJ cell.
AP2P switch and low energy
The AP2P switch is using the advantage of the serial write by reusing part of
the current of the P2AP switch, so that it does not cause extra energy usage.
This makes it however important to balance the resistances of the different
branches. The ratio of AP2P write current to the total current should be bigger
or optimally equal to the ratio of the switching currents IAP2P /IP2AP . Since
transistor width tuning of finFET’s is restricted to integer numbers of fixed-size
fins, it is important to target the MTJ parameters such as RA and TMR to
work well with the logic transistors in order to guarantee this proper balance.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates the energy savings of the serial write. It shows the AP2P
write currents of the three cells during a switching event. The dotted lines
indicate the time at which the AP2P switch is 90% complete. The AP2P write
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Figure 5.9: P2AP write currents over time of the different complementary cells.
current for the boosted write of the 3TGG cell is the lowest as it reuses part of
the current of the P2AP switch.
The 3TGG cell in dashed green has the lowest AP2P write current, which is
in fact part of the P2AP write current. The 3T sSL cell in dash-dotted red
has a higher AP2P write current, which is in fact the same as the P2AP write
current. This also saves energy consumption, but does not take into account
the asymmetry of the switching. The 2T 2MTJ cell with independent write in
solid black has the highest AP2P write current, which is not reused from the
P2AP write current. It is again the same as that of the 1T 1MTJ cell.
Note that the AP2P write current of the 3TGG cell in dashed green first
increases as the MTJ starts to switch to the P-state. It however starts to
drop again as the other MTJ switches to the AP-state. This drop illustrates
why the balancing of the currents is important, as this drop could prevent the
AP2P switch if the current drops too low. The dotted lines, that indicate the
switch, illustrate that here the 3TGG cell is slower than the others. This slower
AP2P switch is however still faster than the other P2AP switches, so the overall
performance remains better.
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Figure 5.10: AP2P write currents over time of the different complementary
cells.
Total current and automatic “shutdown"
The final advantage is that the end state of the 3TGG cell with boosted write
has an overall higher cell resistance than the begin state. This results in an
automatic “shutdown" behavior where the power consumption reduces when
the cell is switched. Both of the other cells have a lower resistance in the end
state, due to different transistor biasing. This automatic “shutdown" behavior
is important for reducing the energy consumption of fast cells and cells that are
being overwritten with the same value.
Fig. 5.11 illustrates the automatic “shutdown" behavior. It shows the total write
currents of the three cells during a switching event. The total write current
for the boosted write of the 3TGG cell is lower after switching than before or
during. For the 1T 1MTJ, the average current of an AP2P and P2AP switch is
shown, which is half of the 2T 2MTJ cell.
The 1T1MTJ, 2T2MTJ and the 3T sSL cells have an increased total current
after the switching has occurred. Therefore the faster cells and the overwritten
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Figure 5.11: Total write currents over time of the different complementary cells.
cells will consume even more energy than the worst case cells. For the 3TGG cell
with boosted write this is the opposite, resulting in the automatic “shutdown"
behavior that will reduce energy consumption after switching.
5.2.3 Improving the read operation: using what is already
there
A 3T2MTJ cell is well suited to alleviate the remaining issues of local transistor
variation and mismatch. The 3T sSL cell as in [9] only uses both access
transistors for reading. In this PhD research, the read operation has been
improved by using all three transistors for the read operation.
In the 3TGG cell, the third transistor will compensate for the mismatch in
the access transistors by opening another current path. The ground grid in
the 3TGG cell has the added advantage that it increases the sense margin
by lowering the series resistance of the cell, both directly and indirectly by
improved transistor biasing. The improvements will be explained in this section
and illustrated with simulations in section 5.3.2.
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There are two effects at play, which improve the readability of the cell. By
comparing the voltage and current differences for the 2T 2MTJ (same for 3T sSL)
and 3TGG cell driven by an ideal current source and by an ideal voltage source
respectively, both effects can be distinguished. Please note that this explanation
uses a DC approximation and is meant to distinguish the different effects.
a) b)
IR IR IR IR
RP RP(TMR+1) RP RP(TMR+1)
R1 R2
R3
R1 R2
Vdiff2T Vdiff3T
Imismatch
Figure 5.12: Circuit of a) 2T 2MTJ and b) 3TGG cell with ideal current input.
Fig. 5.12 shows the circuits with an ideal read current IR, which is used
for illustrating the reduction of transistor mismatch. Analyzing the DC
characteristics of these circuits and comparing the corresponding BL voltages,
gives Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8) for 2T 2MTJ and 3TGG cells respectively.
Vdiff2T = IRRPTMR
+ IR(R2 −R1) (5.7)
Vdiff3T = IRRPTMR
+ IR(R2 −R1) R3
R1 +R2 +R3
(5.8)
Both equations have a desired term and an unwanted term, which are
proportional to the TMR value and the access transistor mismatch (R2 −R1)
respectively. The 3TGG cell however has a decreased impact of the mismatch
portion, which ideally goes to zero when R3 goes to zero.
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Figure 5.13: Circuit of a) 2T 2MTJ and b) 3TGG cell with ideal voltage input.
Fig. 5.13 shows the circuits with an ideal reading voltage VR, which is used
for illustrating the increase in sense margin. Table 5.3 also summarizes the
operating voltages from Fig. 5.13. Again analyzing the DC characteristics of
these circuits and comparing the corresponding BL currents, gives Eq. (5.9) and
Eq. (5.10) for 2T 2MTJ and 3TGG cells respectively.
Idiff2T = IP − IAP
= VR
denom2T RPTMR
+ VR
denom2T (R2 −R1) (5.9)
Idiff3T = IP − IAP
= VR
denom3T RPTMR
+ VR
denom3T (R2 −R1)
R3
R1 +R2 +R3
(5.10)
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Again, the 3TGG cell shows the same decreased impact of the mismatch portion
as before. Expanding the denominators further, gives Eq. (5.11) and Eq. (5.12).
denom2T = R1R2
+ R2RP
+ R1RP (TMR+ 1)
+ R2P (TMR+ 1) (5.11)
denom3T = R1R2
R3
R1 +R2 +R3
+ R2RP
R1 +R3
R1 +R2 +R3
+ R1RP (TMR+ 1)
R2 +R3
R1 +R2 +R3
+ R2P (TMR+ 1) (5.12)
These equations are both build with four terms. In the denominator of the
3TGG cell, these terms are scaled with a value which is always smaller than or
equal to 1. Therefore the denominator of the 3TGG cell is always smaller than
that of the 2T 2MTJ cell. In other words, the sense margin for the 3TGG cell
is always increased as compared to the 2T 2MTJ (and 3T sSL) cell for a given
read voltage.
5.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art
In this section the improved cell design and operation will be compared with
the state-of-the-art complementary cells discussed in section 5.1 in terms of area,
performance and energy consumption. This comparison is done in iN10.
Exploratory simulations were done for TMR ranging from 50% to 200%,
resistance area product (RA) from 2 to 5Ωµm2 and MTJ diameters of
30, 40 and 50 nm. The results presented in this section use the MTJ simulation
parameters as presented in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: MTJ simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Diameter 30 / 40 nm
RA 2/ 5Ωµm2
TMR 100%
RP 1,6 / 2,8 / 4,0 / 7,1 kΩ
RAP 3,2 / 5,7 / 8,0 / 14,1 kΩ
5.3.1 Layouts and area and resistance comparison
These layouts have been made with the iN10 design rules as described in
chapter 3 in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Each of the cells has two active fins per
device, either by two parallel fins or by two parallel fingers.
The layout of the 1T 1MTJ cell is shown in chapter 3 in Fig. 3.16. Fig. 5.14 shows
the layout of the 2T 2MTJ cell, which is composed of two independent 1T 1MTJ
cells on the same WL. Fig. 5.15 shows the layout of the 3T sSL cell, which
is essentially the same layout as two adjacent dummy-poly cells as explained
in chapter 3 and shown in Fig. 3.19. The “dummy" poly gate is however not
grounded, but used as the WWL and both adjacent WL’s are used as the RWL.
Fig. 5.16 illustrates the 3D view of the 3TGG cell design. Six gate lines are
shown of which three are active and highlighted. Also two BL/Ground Grid
combinations are shown. Fig. 5.17 shows the layout of the improved 3TGG cell.
As explained in section 5.2.1, the use of a ground grid allows the orientation of
the local SL to change from parallel to the BL’s to parallel to the WL’s enabling
an area reduction. The local SL’s are stitched together to form a grid at the
positions were the WL’s are stitched to the gates, causing minimal overhead for
the grid configuration.
Fig. 5.18 shows the minimal cell area of the different cells. The first group is
based on layouts which take into account the design rules and the second group
is the ideal pitch-based estimate. The 1T1MTJ cell, the 2T2MTJ cell and
the 3TGG cell can not reach their optimal pitch-based area estimate due to
processing constraints, as discussed in chapter 3. The 3TGG cell is clearly the
smallest complementary cell with an area decrease of 22% as compared to the
baseline 2T 2MTJ (25% with pitch-based estimate). It is only 55% larger than
the 1T 1MTJ cell, but comes with clear advantages in terms of performance and
energy as shown in the next sections. All cells are large enough to accommodate
for MTJ’s of 50 nm or smaller.
Table 5.5 summarizes the resistance values obtained from PEX of a 256x256
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Figure 5.14: Layout of 2T 2MTJ cell (black box) in iN10 of 2x 102 nm high and
128 nm wide.
Table 5.5: Parasitic array resistances of the different complementary cells
Parameter 2T 2MTJ 3T sSL 3TGG
RFET (kΩ) 2,8 2,8 2,8
RSL /RGG (Ω) 1283 2936 373
RBL (Ω) 325 912 1034
cell array. The transistor resistances are the same for all, since all cells use
2 fins per device. It is important to note though, that the 3TGG cell uses all
three transistors for both operations, effectively lowering the parasitic resistance
caused by the access transistors. The SL or resistance is very important for the
operation of the cells as shown in chapter 4. This resistance is far lower for the
3TGG cell thanks to the low resistive ground grid. The BL resistance of the
3TGG cell is the highest, since it is the smallest of the three. The 2T2MTJ
cell benefits from being only 2PP wide resulting in the lowest BL resistance.
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Figure 5.15: Layout of 3T sSL cell (black box) in iN10 of 144 nm high and
192 nm wide.
Table 5.6: Operating voltages of the low voltage read operation for the three
complementary cells.
Cell VBL VBL,bar VSL/GG VSL,bar VRWL/WL VWWL
2T 2MTJ 0.1V 0.1V 0.0V 0.0V 0.7V n/a
3T sSL 0.1V 0.1V 0.0V n/a 0.7V 0.0V
3TGG 0.1V 0.1V 0.0V n/a 0.7V n/a
5.3.2 Sense margin comparison
Complementary cells have the inherent advantage of an increased sense margin
as explained in section 5.1.2. In this section, the added sense margin of the
mismatch tolerant read operation is shown and the added benefit of the low
resistive ground grid. Simulations are done with a fixed reading voltage, since
this illustrates both the increased sense margin and a decreased effect of access
transistor mismatch. Table 5.6 summarizes the operating voltages for the low
voltage read operation simulations for the 2T2MTJ, 3T sSL and 3TGG cell.
For modeling mismatch, a σV t of just under 20mV is used, which correspond
to data from [15].
Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 show the read current difference in function of RP of the
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Figure 5.16: 3D view of the 3TGG cell.
Figure 5.17: Layout of 3TGG cell (black box) in iN10 of 106 nm high and
192 nm wide.
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Figure 5.18: Minimum cell area for the different complementary cells.
2T 2MTJ cell, the 3T sSL cell and the 3TGG cell. The lines as in the legend
represent the mean transistor threshold voltages. The dotted lines of the same
color represent the 4.5σ values for worst and best case Vt shift. The arrows
show relative gains or losses of cells with the worst case mismatch, as compared
to the 2T 2MTJ cell. These gains or losses are bigger for smaller RP , since the
effects of transistors and BEOL resistance are relatively bigger for smaller RP .
Fig. 5.19 illustrates the effect of the mismatch tolerant three transistor read
operation with the dashed green arrows. The absolute values of the read current
difference are increased significantly by the three transistor read operation and
the spread with transistor mismatch is decreased. The 3T sSL cell shows a small
increase in read current difference as compared to the 2T2MTJ cell. This is
due to the lower ON-resistance of a two fin transistor as compared to a two
fingered transistor.
Fig. 5.20 illustrates the effect of the low resistive ground grid. There are three
cells that use a 2T read operation: the 2T2MTJ cell, the 3T sSL cell and the
3TGG cell when only using both access transistors. The BEOL resistance of
the 3T sSL cell is increased as compared to the 2T 2MTJ cell and therefore has
a smaller read current difference (red arrows). By introducing the ground grid
in the 3TGG cell, the BEOL resistance drops significantly which gives a bigger
read current difference (magenta arrows). Simply introducing the ground grid
improves the sense margin by up to 12%. The green arrows show the combined
effect of the low resistive ground grid and the mismatch tolerant three transistor
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Figure 5.19: Read current difference in function of RP for the three
complementary cells for the best case column with low BEOL impact.
read operation, which leads to up to 88% improvement.
The increased sense margin enables to make the read operation more robust to
read disturb. A given sense margin that is needed for reliable operation of the
sensing circuitry, can be attained with a lower reading current.
5.3.3 Read performance comparison
The read performance is mostly determined by the sensing circuitry and the
sense margin provided by the cell. The evaluation of the sensing circuitry is
outside the scope of this PhD research, but would be an interesting future work.
The sense margin provided by the cell was discussed in the previous section 5.3.2
The portion determined by the cell is how fast it reaches its desired sense margin.
Simulations are done by pre-charging the BL’s to 0.7V and then discharging
them while measuring the BL voltage difference. Table 5.7 summarizes the
operating voltages for the discharge based read operation simulations for the
2T 2MTJ, 3T sSL and 3TGG cell.
Fig. 5.21 shows the delay to a BL voltage difference of 25mV in function of the
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Figure 5.20: Read current difference in function of RP for the three
complementary cells for the worst case column with high BEOL impact (256
columns).
Table 5.7: Operating and pre-charge voltages of the discharge based read
operation for the three complementary cells.
Cell VBL VBL,bar VSL/GG VSL,bar VRWL/WL VWWL
2T 2MTJ 0.7V 0.7V 0.0V 0.0V 0.7V n/a
3T sSL 0.7V 0.7V 0.0V n/a 0.7V 0.0V
3TGG 0.7V 0.7V 0.0V n/a 0.7V n/a
number of cells on a BL for the 2T 2MTJ cell, the 3T sSL cell and the 3TGG
cell (both with a two transistor read and a three transistor read). The delay
increases with BL capacitance, which scales linearly with the number of bits
per BL. It increases further with higher series resistance.
The magenta arrows shows the performance gain of introducing the ground grid.
The 3T sSL cell and the 3TGG cell with a two transistor read differ only in
their series resistance thanks to the introduction of the low resistive ground
grid. The performance gains shown in this comparison are consistent with the
results shown in chapter 4. The green arrows show the performance gain of the
3TGG cell with respect to the 2T2MTJ cell. Note again that although the
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Figure 5.21: Delay to a BL voltage difference of 25mV for the different
complementary cells.
gains seem very big, this consists only of a small portion of the total delay for
reading.
5.3.4 Write performance comparison
Write performance is mostly dominated by how much current the cell can
source, especially when performing a P2AP switch. As illustrated in Fig. 5.9,
the improved cell can source the highest current for a given voltage. What is
equally important, is the tolerance for variation. In an embedded cache, all
the cells will be operated synchronously and will be given the same duration of
voltage pulse. Therefore it is the performance of the slowest cell which determines
the speed of the memory. Especially MTJ area variation is important, since it
influences the switching in two ways. Variation on the area will cause variation
of the MTJ resistance and therefore change the amount of current the cell
can source. Variation on the area will also cause variation of the volume of
the free layer and therefore alter the energy barrier for switching. For MTJ
area variation, a σ/µ = 5 % as in [13] is used. As MTJ parameters for the
write simulations, a size of 40 nm, RA of 2 Ωµm2 and a TMR of 100% is used.
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Table 5.8: Operating voltages of the logic 1 write operation for the three
complementary cells.
Cell VBL VBL,bar VSL/GG VSL,bar VRWL/WL VWWL
2T 2MTJ 0.7V 0.0V 0.0V 0.7V 0.7V n/a
3T sSL 0.7V 0.0V 0.0V n/a 0.0V 0.7V
3TGG 0.7V 0.0V 0.0V n/a 0.7V n/a
Table 5.8 summarizes the operating voltages for the logic 1 write operation
simulations for the 2T 2MTJ, 3T sSL and 3TGG cell.
Fig. 5.22 shows the write delays of the different cells with MTJ area variation.
The lines as in the legend represent the mean transistor threshold voltages. The
dotted lines of the same color represent the 4.5σ values for worst and best case
Vt shift. Both switches are simulated simultaneously and the write delay is
the maximum of both. For the 3TGG cell, it is often the AP2P switch which
becomes the slowest, since the cell is boosting the P2AP switch. The horizontal
axis shows the range of MTJ diameters when targeting a 40 nm pillar. The
crosses indicate the targeted design with 40 nm pillars and typical transistors.
The 3TGG cell has the lowest delay, but there is little difference in this mean
value as compared to the 1T 1MTJ and 2T2MTJ cell.
The difference is far bigger when taking into account the area variation. The
1T 1MTJ, 2T 2MTJ and the 3T sSL cell with serial write suffer a lot from MTJ
area variation as the diameter grows bigger and the MTJ’s become more difficult
to switch. The 3TGG cell on the other hand proves to be very robust against
MTJ area variation.
Finally also taking into account the transistor variation as illustrated in the
dotted lines, there is an even bigger difference in delay. Since the delay of the
array is determined by its slowest cell, the 3TGG cell with boosted write is
clearly the fastest cell design and can be as much as a 2x faster.
5.3.5 Write energy consumption comparison
When comparing write energy, the complementary cells inherently have the
disadvantage that they need to switch two MTJ’s. This makes the 2T2MTJ
cell consume double the energy of the 1T1MTJ cell. Write energy is further
determined by both the write current and the delay. As seen from the previous
section 5.3.4, the 3TGG cell with boosted write is the fastest of the cells. It
also applies most current where it is needed most and “shuts down" the cell
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Figure 5.22: Write delay of the different cells with MTJ area variation.
once it is written, as seen in Fig. 5.11. All this contributes to a reduction of
energy consumption.
Fig. 5.23 shows the write energy of the different cells. The mean values without
transistor variation are shown with the crosses. The dotted lines are the energies
for the worst case transistor variation, the lines as in the legend take into account
the same worst case delay for all cells. The horizontal axis shows the range
of MTJ diameters when targeting a 40 nm pillar. The crosses indicate the
targeted design with 40 nm pillars and typical transistors. These crosses show
the potential energy benefit for a serial write, which is more energy-efficient
than the 2T2MTJ despite being slower as shown in Fig. 5.22. The 3TGG
cell already shows some interesting energy reduction in the mean case. Again
despite only being a bit faster, it is inherently more energy-efficient due to the
reusing of current for the easier AP2P switch. In the mean case, the 1T 1MTJ
cell is still the most energy-efficient.
The dotted lines representing the worst case transistor variation for the range
of MTJ diameters show again the tolerance against variation of the 3TGG cell.
There is now even an energy reduction gain for larger sizes as compared to the
1T 1MTJ cell, but there still is an overhead for smaller sizes.
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Figure 5.23: Write energy of the different cells with MTJ area variation.
Finally the lines as in the legend show the energy consumption when taking
into account the synchronous operation of the memory. Since all cells would be
given the same duration of writing pulse, the faster cells would still consume
needless energy after being switched. So the difference between the lines as
in the legend and dotted lines, which is about half the energy consumption of
the 1T 1MTJ cell, is actually useless energy spend on faster cells. This makes
it very clear how important the variation tolerance is of the 3TGG cell with
boosted write and automatic “shutdown" behavior. Everything combined, the
3TGG cell is by far the most energy-efficient complementary cell. It can even
give up to 33% in energy reduction as compared to a 1T1MTJ cell, despite
writing two MTJ’s instead of one.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, it has been shown that the 3TGG cell with ground grid,
mismatch tolerant read operation and boosted write operation is the new state-of-
the-art STT-MRAM cell for high performance embedded caches. By introducing
the ground grid, this novel design is the smallest of all complementary cells,
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reducing the area by 22% as compared to 2T 2MTJ cell. With the low resistive
ground grid and the mismatch tolerant read operation, the effect of transistor
variation and mismatch is reduced and the sense margin is improved by up to
88% as compared to 2T 2MTJ cell. By using the boosted write operation with
high variation tolerance and automatic “shutdown" behavior, 3TGG cell has
become the fastest and most energy-efficient cell, improving on the 2T2MTJ
cell by up to 2x in write speed and 3x in write energy consumption.
Chapter 6
Write performance under
time-dependent variability
As for any technology and especially memory technologies, it is important to
assess STT-MRAM cells under variability. The write performance of this non-
volatile memory is of great concern when targeting embedded cache memories.
In this PhD research, the write performance under time-dependent variability
is investigated. The results presented in this chapter show the importance of
targeting the optimal MTJ diameter and the preference to use PMOS access
transistor in finFET nodes.
Section 6.1 introduces the important questions about optimal size and access
transistors that need to be answered when considering the write performance.
Section 6.2 discusses the main sources of variability in the cell for the write
performance. Section 6.3 gives the answers to the questions posed in section 6.1.
6.1 The relevant questions
This research focuses on advanced finFET nodes, which are quite different from
planar technology. The relevant questions to ask are therefor not the traditional
ones.
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6.1.1 What is the optimal MTJ diameter for write perfor-
mance?
Transistor sizing was used in planar technology to optimize the STT-MRAM
cell [11]. In finFET technologies, transistor sizing is however limited to integer
number of fins and/or fingers. Therefor it is investigated in this PhD research
what the optimal MTJ diameter target is under variability for a given access
transistor sizing.
Importantly, the diameter of the MTJ is determined upfront, because it will
influence the target values of the thin film properties. Most importantly, it
influences the thermal stability factor ∆, which is dependent on the volume
of the free layer. The ∆ needs to be high enough for all MTJ’s within the
distribution in order to avoid random switching of the MTJ with data loss as a
consequence.
6.1.2 Should PMOS or NMOS access transistors be used?
This used to be a trivial question in the past. In planar technology, NMOS
access transistors were always preferred for STT-MRAM cells, because of their
superior drive current, time-zero and time-dependent variability as compared
to PMOS transistors. This drive current is especially important for writing
STT-MRAM cells, since this is a current based technique.
There is however a problem when combining this NMOS access transistor with
an MTJ. Bottom-pinned MTJ’s are preferred in order to process the complex
thin film stack of the pinning layers first. As explained in section 2.2.1, the
write asymmetry exhibited by MTJ’s however favors the combination of NMOS
access transistors with top-pinned MTJ’s or PMOS access transistors with
bottom-pinned MTJ’s.
With the introduction of finFET devices in scaled technologies, the drive
current of PMOS transistors becomes better than that of NMOS transistors
[31]. Variability however still favors NMOS transistors. So the question that
should get answered, is whether the improved drive of the PMOS transistors
can overcome the higher variability.
The focus of the industry has been to create top-pinned MTJ’s which reach the
performance of bottom-pinned MTJ’s. In this PhD research, it is investigated
whether or not to change the access transistor from NMOS to PMOS in stead
of the MTJ from bottom-pinned to top-pinned.
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6.2 Main sources of variability
To answer the questions above, the main sources of variability in STT-MRAM
cells were first analyzed in this PhD research.
6.2.1 MTJ variability
The MTJ itself is of course the first source of variability. The two sources of
MTJ variability come from the thin film layer deposition and the MTJ pillar
formation.
Thin film deposition
The thin film layer deposition is a well-controlled process down to the atomic
level. It uses Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) and annealing steps to create a
stack of uniform layers. Especially the formation of the MgO layer is important
for the MTJ properties.
The thin film properties are important for the write performance, but show very
good uniformity. As such, they have limited impact on overall variability.
Moreover, for addressing the questions asked above, the inclusion of the
variability on the thin film properties adds little insight and is therefor omitted.
MTJ pillar formation
The MTJ pillar formation by a lithographic printing and etch process has the
biggest impact on the overall variability [17]. Both the printing and the etching
give rise to variation in the Critical Dimension (CD) of the MTJ.
The CD of the MTJ pillar is very important for the write performance. It will
have an impact on the overall cell resistance and thus on the current through
the cell. When the MTJ is put in series with an access transistor, it will also
impact the current density through the MTJ. The CD will also have a large
impact on the thermal stability of the MTJ.
For simulations at iN10, CD standard deviations ranging from 0 to 1.5 nm are
used. As shown in [13], there are printing techniques available to get within this
range, such as the crossing of two spacer defined lines which promises standard
deviations as low as 0.5 nm. The etching step brings further variation on top of
the printing step.
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Possible etching problems, such as side-wall redeposition of metals and damaged
outer zone of the MTJ pillar, are not taken into account for the simulations.
Side-wall redeposition can be prevented by appropriate encapsulation and
damage zones should be minimized. Both have the effect on the circuit level of
a resistance in parallel with the MTJ. For both effects this resistance should be
high enough to have limited impact on the overall cell.
6.2.2 FET variability
The variability of the access transistor is the other major contribution to the
overall cell variability. Especially when targeting small cell sizes, since the
minimum area of the standard dual-bitline cell in iN10 can be achieved with an
access transistor composed of two fingers of a single fin, as shown in chapter 3 in
Table 3.5. The variability is modeled with both time-zero and time-dependent
threshold voltage shift.
Time-zero variability
For including time-zero variability in the simulation, a normal distribution
model based on Pelgrom’s mismatch parameter A∆VTH where the mean is zero
and the standard deviation is expressed in Eq. 6.1:
σVTH =
A∆VTH√
2WeffLG
, (6.1)
where LG is the gate length of 24 nm and Weff is the effective transistor width
as expressed in Eq. 6.2:
Weff = (2HFIN + TFIN )NFNFIN , (6.2)
where HFIN and TFIN are the height (30 nm) and thickness (7 nm) of a fin and
NF and NFIN are the number of fingers and fins.
Time-dependent variability
For including time-dependent variability in the simulation, an empirical based
model which fits the Bias-Temperature Instability (BTI) induced mean ∆VTH
by a simple power law as expressed in Eq. 6.3:
∆VTH = AEOXγtn, (6.3)
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where t is the stress time, A, γ and n are fitting parameters and EOX equals
the electric field over the gate oxide.
The values of these parameters are presented in Table 6.1 and are extracted
from previous work done in-house [27] and references on stable technologies
[5][20][31][30]. These are scaled to iN10 according to physical sizes.
Fig. 6.1 shows the threshold voltage shifts attained with these parameters. It
shows the shift for both PMOS and NMOS access transistors at time zero and
after 3 years of BTI degradation assuming 0.1% duty cycle for both Standard
and Low Threshold Voltage (SVT and LVT) devices at nominal supply voltage
of 0.7V. The polarity for PMOS and NMOS are inverted for comparison.
The PMOS transistors show bigger shifts and spreads than the NMOS transistors.
The LVT devices show bigger shifts and spreads due to BTI degradation caused
by a higher overdrive voltage. The spread on the LVT devices is still small
enough to ensure that the non-selected cells remain in the sub-threshold regime
and don’t cause too much array leakage during operation. Combining this with
the non-volatility of the MTJ, which enables powering down the unused sections
of the memory to avoid leakage energy consumption, the memory design can
be done with LVT devices. The remaining simulations are performed with LVT
devices.
6.3 The answers
To find the answers to both questions relating to write performance, a simulation-
based assessment is performed with the framework discussed in section 2.3 with
the following parameters:
• CD range of 20 to 50 nm
Table 6.1: iN10 technology and time-dependent variability parameters
Device type PMOS NMOS
A∆VTH [mVµm] 1.47 1.19
η [mV] 3.274 0.655
A 0.0269 0.0459
γ 2.9 4.745
n 0.1548 0.1551
LVT [V] 0.148 0.153
SVT [V] 0.269 0.277
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Figure 6.1: Threshold voltage shift for both PMOS and NMOS access
transistors.
• TMR of 150%
• RA of 3Ωµm2
• ∆ of 50 for the 6σ CD point.
For simulating the variability, the sampling method as introduced in [28] is used
in order to reach high variation results.
For a fair comparison of NMOS versus PMOS access transistors, it is important
to first find the answer to the question on optimal CD for write performance,
6.3.1 Optimal MTJ target CD
Fig. 6.2 shows the write delay of two target CD’s under time-zero and time-
dependent variability. The target CD with the lowest write delay for the
time-zero mean case is 29 nm. The target CD of 27 nm however shows a lower
write delay at the 6σ crossing both at time-zero and after 3 years of aging. A
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crossover of the write delays can be seen around the 4.5σ point at time-zero and
already around the 3σ point after 3 years of aging. This shows that targeting
the MTJ CD for the mean case at time-zero will result in suboptimal designs.
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Figure 6.2: Write delay under variability.
Fig. 6.3 shows the write delay under variability when sweeping the target CD.
The lines in this figure are composed of the crossing points with the mean
and 6σ lines from Fig. 6.2 for many target CD’s. Again the figure shows that
the optimal CD to target is not the same when considering variability. If
the time-zero and time-dependent variability is not taken into account when
targeting the MTJ CD, this will lead to a suboptimal design.
The results of this research have shown that there is an optimal target CD
which changes when taking into account time-zero and/or time-dependent
variability. It is also important to consider a possible difference between NMOS
and PMOS to make a fair comparison between both. Also the amount of MTJ
CD variability is important, especially when the effects of etch damage are not
yet fully characterized.
Fig. 6.4 shows the optimal target CD versus the CD control for both PMOS
and NMOS access transistors with and without variability. The black lines of
the mean cases show an increase in optimal target CD, because the ∆ increases
with increasing CD variation in order to maintain data retention robustness.
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Figure 6.3: Write delay versus size.
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Figure 6.4: Optimal MTJ CD target for given MTJ CD control.
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The blue and red lines of the 6σ crossings for time-zero and after 3 years of
aging all show a similar trend. When the MTJ CD variability is large, larger
target CD’s are more optimal. This is expected, because the relative impact of
the variation is smaller for larger target CD’s. When the MTJ CD variability
is below a certain threshold however, the optimal target CD under variability
will be smaller than that in the mean case. At small MTJ CD variability it is
the variability that is the dominant factor. The current through the cell will
then mostly be determined by the saturation current of the access transistor,
so smaller MTJ’s will have a higher current density.
Fig. 6.5 shows the relative delay between the optimal target CD considering
variability and the optimal target CD of the mean under variability. This
concept is also illustrated with the horizontal and vertical lines in Fig. 6.3. It
shows how much loss in write performance can be expected when not taking
into account the variability when targeting the MTJ CD. Especially when the
MTJ CD variability exceeds the threshold this loss can be severe.
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Figure 6.5: Relative delay for optimal MTJ CD target at t0 mean as compared
to the optimal delay for given MTJ CD control.
It is also important to note that the loss in performance is worse for PMOS than
it is for NMOS transistors. This is due to the larger variability of the PMOS
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transistors. It is therefor especially important to take all this into account when
comparing PMOS and NMOS access transistors.
6.3.2 PMOS access transistors should be preferred
Fig. 6.6 shows the write delays for the optimal MTJ target CD comparing PMOS
bottom-pinned and NMOS top-pinned combinations. As expected from the
higher drive current of the PMOS transistor in finFET technologies, the PMOS
cells show lower write delay in the black lines of the mean case. The increased
delay of the mean case with higher MTJ CD variability is again the effect of
the ∆ targeting, which needs to be higher with higher CD variability.
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Figure 6.6: Delay for optimal MTJ CD target for given MTJ CD control.
The PMOS also shows better results for all cases with both the predicted
time-zero and time-dependent variability. Note that for this comparison, the
properties of the bottom-pinned MTJ have not changed as compared to the top-
pinned MTJ, where in practice the bottom-pinned MTJ has better properties.
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6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the importance to target the MTJ diameter under consideration
of variability has been shown. Specifically MTJ CD variability and access
transistor time-zero and time-dependent variability have been shown in this
PhD research to have a big impact on determining the optimal target CD for
write performance. The results in this chapter have shown that only considering
the mean values will result in suboptimal or even poor performance. With the
currently predicted time-dependent variability of PMOS transistors in scaled
finFET nodes, this research has shown that the combination of PMOS access
transistors with bottom-pinned MTJ’s is preferred for write performance over
the traditional use of NMOS transistors.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
While reaching the main goal to design STT-MRAM cells for embedded memories
in and beyond 10 nm technologies, many important aspects for the future of
STT-MRAM and scaling in general surfaced. STT-MRAM has great promise to
replace SRAM as a high density embedded memory, but as any technology has
its limits that will be very difficult to overcome. Semiconductor scaling in general
is moving beyond simple pitch based scaling by introducing scaling boosters
and co-integration techniques for heterogeneous scaling. The introduction of
novel, specifically resistance based, devices changes the importance of parasitic
resistance effects. Variability is increasingly important, even when the devices
are not at the edge of the technology. All these things combined result in a
need to change the way we develop new technologies and design new circuits
and systems.
7.1 Beyond pitch based scaling
As shown in chapter 3, the scaling of STT-MRAM cells is no longer only driven
by scaling the patterning pitches. Ever more secondary constraints are surfacing
and are limiting the potential to scale down the cell. The solution was to
introduce so-called scaling boosters, such as the multi-level via, that tackle the
specific challenges in scaling down the circuit as a whole, not just the basic
devices.
Scaling boosters are processing techniques that boost the miniaturization of
circuits without scaling down the pitches of the lithographic patterning. They
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typically resolve issues related to connectivity in order to increase the density of
the circuits. The example mentioned before of the multi-level via illustrates this
perfectly. It does not require scaling down the pitches of the via, but it enables
a denser connectivity by bypassing a BEOL layer and removing an unwanted
metal strip.
The same trend is happening in logic technology scaling. The scaling of
the circuits by scaling the patterning pitches is slowing down as it becomes
increasingly hard to connect to the dense patterns of devices. Moreover the
limits of making these devices smaller, while improving performance and energy,
are being reached. This is why many scaling boosters are also being investigated
in logic in order to further scale down the circuits. An example for logic are
self-aligned gate contacts. These contacts do not have denser patterns, but
increase connectivity. Due to the self-alignment, they can be placed anywhere
on the gate, even between the source/drain connections. This allows for extra
flexibility when contacting logic standard cells, which in turn improves the
density.
This new scaling approach comes with two main dangers that we should be
wary about. First of all, these new processing techniques come with a high cost.
Extra processing steps, especially new techniques, are expensive to implement
and to yield to mass production. Providing sufficient gains for the overall chip
has become ever more important for these techniques. As shown in chapter 3,
scaling boosters often don’t improve every circuit or don’t improve them to the
same extent. In order to ensure the value return, it is of the utmost importance
to validate these scaling boosters for all parts of the chip, both for logic as well as
for all memories. Secondly, these techniques should provide sustainable scaling.
If a new technique will only provide a one-time improvement, it will be very
costly compared to the value return. It therefor becomes ever more important
to keep a close connection between design and technology development. In this
way, the crucial issues for continued scaling can be identified and solved to
improve the next generations of technology.
Recently an interest in heterogeneous scaling and co-integration of logic and
memory has picked up interest. Both parts of the processor chip have such
different requirements that it becomes increasingly hard to scale them together.
Therefor investigations have been on-going to co-integrate finFET’s and vertical
transistors in a single process. In this research, it is important to also take
into account STT-MRAM as it would greatly benefit from this heterogeneous
integration. The importance of scaling boosters however remains. An obvious
example for STT-MRAM is the need for buried interconnect when introducing
vertical transistors. Despite the smaller footprint of a vertical transistor, the
access to the bottom terminal reduces the area gain at the cell level. When
enabling an interconnect layer underneath the vertical transistors, this layer
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can be used to route the SL and greatly reduce the footprint of the cells.
Beyond pitch based scaling will require innovative scaling boosters that bring
sufficient gains for the overall chip. These gains will need to exceed the cost
of integrating and yielding these new techniques, while providing sustainable
scaling.
7.2 The importance of resistance
Throughout this PhD research, parasitic resistance has been a main enemy. The
two cell designs in chapter 4 and chapter 5 have shown the need for resistance-
aware design in advanced technology nodes. In STT-MRAM cells, two major
contributions cause the problem with resistance. The resistivity increase of the
advanced interconnect is causing an increase in parasitic resistance even though
interconnect length is getting smaller due to scaling. On the other hand, due to
the resistive nature of the technology, STT-MRAM is hit extra hard by this
resistance increase, as it decreases crucial aspects as sense margin and write
current flow.
The resistivity increase of the advanced interconnect is a problem for all memory
arrays. As they have long interconnect patterns at their densest layers, the
resistance increase manifests itself here first. In logic interconnect, this is less
of an issue as these densest layers are mainly used for local interconnect, which
limits their overall resistance increase. One exception to this in logic is the
power delivery network. Even at the densest levels, this network is composed
of long lines that require low resistance in order to prevent IR-drops that will
degrade circuit performance. So resistance aware design has become important
for all parts of the chip.
Many other novel devices have a resistive nature like MTJ’s. All of these devices
will be influenced heavily by the increase in parasitic resistance. Properly taking
into account the parasitic resistance is important when evaluating these new
devices in bigger circuits and architectures. Especially since the scalability is
very important to justify the cost of integrating a new device.
On the flip side of the line resistance problem lies the opportunity for novel
designs that tackle this issue. The novel cell designs in this PhD research were
greatly inspired by the resistance problem and would likely not be conceived
without it. Taking to heart the increased importance of parasitic resistance will
no doubt lead to many more novel designs.
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7.3 Beware of variability
Chapter 5 and chapter 6 have shown the importance of variability. Despite
the dimensions of the MTJ in embedded memories not being at the edge of
technology, the variation on especially its diameter is greatly influencing the
operation of the cells. Making the cell robust against this variation has shown
to greatly improve its overall performance.
The logic transistor, which is at the edge of scaling, also suffers a lot from
variability. It is however important to also realize that some things that were
true for planar technology, don’t necessarily hold for advanced finFET nodes.
As shown in chapter 6, the increased performance of PMOS transistors due to
technology innovation can overcome the higher variability they bring.
These types of insights show that it is important to take variability into account
from the very first steps of semiconductor design. When the basic block, such
as the memory cell, is already more robust against variation, large performance
gains can be made. For logic design, this will prove to be more complex as
there is no single basic block as in a memory. Variation-aware standard cell
design and PMOS-NMOS balancing at variability corners could be interesting
concepts to investigate.
7.4 The future of STT-MRAM
STT-MRAM is most likely to be introduced as a high density memory, since the
area advantage over SRAM is the clearest. It has been shown already that it can
reach the required performance and it greatly reduces the area of these memories.
Most gains from replacing SRAM can be made with these high density memories.
They are the ones dominating chip area and more importantly the ones pushing
the scaling limits. Replacing them should alleviate scaling efforts with respect
to the SRAM specific constraints.
A possible future extension of STT-MRAM technology is to double down on
the high density advantage. The 3D integration with BEOL transistors gives
the opportunity to stack multiple layers of memory cells on top of the FEOL
layer. This would also further alleviate FEOL transistor scaling with respect to
STT-MRAM access transistor requirements.
Replacing the high performance SRAM memories is a different story all together.
Because there are many small capacity level-1 caches on a modern multi-core
chip, the high performance memories have relaxed area constraints for the cells
making the peripheral circuits more important. Moreover, the speed of the
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fastest level-1 caches in high performance systems is currently still beyond the
reach of STT-MRAM and will require advances at the device level.
A potential solution could be the integration of the 3 terminal Spin Orbit
Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory or SOT-MRAM. This new technology
promises higher performance and could be co-integrated with STT-MRAM.
It can be optimized separately for both reading and writing thanks to its 3
terminals and separate read and write mechanisms. The reading of this cell
however remains resistive and this will require extra innovation at the peripheral
circuit level to fully get it up to speed.
Finally, there is a growing trend of System-Technology Co-Optimization. This
is the next step beyond DTCO and will also take into account the specifics of
systems, algorithms and applications to optimize technology. Herein lies great
potential to fully utilize the non-volatility of STT-MRAM. In embedded cache
memories, the nature of the stored data is most often volatile, i.e. temporary
results or data being processed. This requires data to be written quite often,
which is fundamentally more difficult and energy consuming in a non-volatile
memory technology. An application such as machine learning inference has a
large amount of fixed filter data that needs to be used often but rarely changes,
making it an ideal candidate to fully utilize an embedded non-volatile memory
like STT-MRAM. System-Technology Co-Optimization brings with it many
new and interesting research opportunities where inclusive design will become
ever more important.
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